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Earthing Transformers are an integral part of power and distribution systems around the world, 
although, little consideration is given to their ongoing monitoring and maintenance. The failure 
of an earthing transformer can cause a multitude of issues including compromised stability and 
safety of the electrical network. The necessity to maintain both safety and stability of electrical 
networks highlights valuable real world applications for an SFRA earthing transformer testing 
toolkit. 
As a starting point, the project adopted a review of existing research along with an analysis of 
earthing transformer design principles. Research found that because of an inherent design 
strategy, many ZN wound earthing transformers have a unique failure type in common; axial 
displacement of the inner and outer windings. 
The second project stage involved physical simulation of an earthing transformer’s axial 
windings displacement using SFRA as a diagnosis tool. Simulation results provided evidence 
that (for the given test subject) defect detection is possible using SFRA benchmarked 
comparisons. 
Analysis of benchmarked comparisons found deviation only at select resonances with general 
spectral shape retention for all other points along the SFRA trace. Spectral consistency of 
benchmarked comparisons allowed the implementation of a speech processing technique known 
as Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC). An adaption of the MFCC process introduced 
a way of encoding and distilling the SFRA trace data while exaggerating critical points of 
deviation. 
The third major project stage involved the development of code using Mathworks MATLAB as 
a platform to the fulfil data management and computational requirements of the adapted MFCC. 
Select variables were isolated throughout the code to ensure that the process was tune-able on 
multiple levels for future optimisation. 
By selecting and mapping the appropriate resultant cepstral coefficients against each other, it 
was found that a meaningful representation of the SFRA trace can be graphically presented as a 
single point on a two-dimensional plot. Simulated transformer defect scenarios had notable 
deviation on both the x and y axis when processed and plotted together.  
Analysis, processing and comparison of 28 different earthing transformer SFRA traces found 
possible real world applications for a single point spectrum classifier. The spectrum classifier 
was proposed as a substitution for pre-existing subjective analysis techniques, potentially 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Earthing Transformers are an integral part of power and distribution systems around the world, 
although, little consideration is given to their ongoing monitoring and maintenance. These 
transformers provide network operators both an earth point for delta systems and a method of 
limiting the fault levels within the power system. The focus on maintenance and monitoring is 
generally aimed at the larger power transformer which have a high capital cost, yet the earthing 
transformer provides a level of protection to the main unit. The failure of an earthing 
transformer can have a significant adverse impact on the main transformer and so understanding 
the changing state of the internals over time is of importance in helping preserve the main 
transformer throughout its service life. 
Over the past decade, Sweep Frequency Response Analysis (SFRA) has become a popular 
method for detecting physical changes inside power and distribution transformers. Very little 
documented research, however, has been invested in SFRA of three phase zig-zag (ZN) wound 
earthing transformers. 
This thesis proposes the use of SFRA to detect mechanical defects in ZN wound earthing 
transformers, prior to a potentially hazardous and costly asset failure. One of the main project 
goals is to determine if it is possible to diagnose developing faults in an earthing transformer 
using SFRA alone. A detailed analysis of specific faults that most commonly affect earthing 
transformers will be presented, followed by practical fault case simulations. Fault case 
simulations, benchmarked and compared using SFRA, will be offered to solidify communal 
understanding of fault diagnosis in earthing transformers. 
A secondary goal of the project is to develop a tool to assist in deciding if an earthing 
transformer needs to be serviced, refurbished or replaced from an asset management standpoint. 
Research will consider existing SFRA analysis methods, leading to the proposal of a unique 
approach to processing raw SFRA data for assistive fault diagnosis. Design requirements for the 
assistive tool are defined as follows: 
 Simple interface, 
 Automatic data management & simple intuitive data acquisition, 
 Multiple trace entry and processing capability, 
 Automated processing with minimal user variable inputs, 
 Refinable process, 
 Simple output display, 
 Meaningful output to assist with fault diagnosis. 
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The design requirements listed above provide a metrics for the successful completion of the 
defined second stage of this project. 
The use of SFRA as an input interface in conjunction with a specific knowledge base of fault 
responses aims to enable the creation of a customised assistive fault diagnosis tool. Collectively, 
the objective of this project is to highlight the value of implementing ongoing monitoring and 
maintenance strategies for earthing transformers, while simplifying the analysis process. 
The outcomes here will be a clear benefit to network operators who may be able to predict when 
to remove an earthing transformer from service prior to failure and thereby saving the main 




Chapter 2 Background 
This chapter presents an overview of the key concepts, relevant to earthing transformers, sweep 
frequency response analysis, transformer faults and data analysis techniques has been presented 
below. A fundamental understanding of the highlighted topics is required to develop an 
appreciation for justifications made later in this report. Although a basic understanding of 
electrical principles has been assumed, earthing transformers are a relatively unique component 
of any substation arrangement and so the question arises; why do we need earthing 
transformers? 
2.1 Why do we need earthing transformers? 
An earth (ground) reference point must be present in almost all electrical systems to ensure local 
safety compliance and integrity of equipment is maintained [1]. AS/NZS 3000 calls for a 
Multiple Earthed Neutral (MEN) system in which the Star (Wye) connected windings of a 
transformer (Neutral point) is bonded at Ground potential [2]. The MEN connection provides a 
return path for currents flowing from a phase conductor to earth (typically under fault 
conditions). 
Electrical system protection is often formed using monitoring current transformers (CT’s) on 
the transformers MEN connection. An imbalance in phase loading will cause currents to flow 
back through the transformers neutral bushing via the MEN connection. If the current flowing 
through a neutral connection is above safe working levels (typically under phase to ground fault 
conditions), the corresponding upstream protection relay is designed to trip (Isolating the 
transformer or substations feed) after a graded time setting [3]. 
The lack of a MEN connection means that no fault current can flow back through the neutral 
conductor and the respective upstream protection (neutral CT dependant) would not trip. If, for 
instance, an earth fault was present in a star connected supply without a MEN connection - even 
for a delta-connected load - one ramification would be high phase to neutral voltages. In this 
instance, high phase to neutral voltages are caused by unbalanced phase loading and could 
potentially damage connected loads, other electrical infrastructure and the transformers winding 
insulation [4]. Unprotected line to ground faults can also cause large safety risks to Persons and 
livestock as detailed in AS2067, making specific reference to step and touch considerations 
from AS/NZS 60479.1 [5]. The Victorian government has invested $750 million in the 
Powerline Bushfire Safety program (PBSP), recognising that as an un-isolated, fallen power line 
can cause fires [6]. 
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For systems that do not have an earthing reference (such as a Delta connected supply) an 
Earthing Transformer with a three phase, “zig-zag (ZN)” winding configuration can be used to 
create an artificial neutral point and in turn, an earthing reference point [7]. In such a system, if 
the earthing transformer were to fail, any wye-connected loads would be inoperable and the 
system will no longer have an earthing reference point [3]. As established above, a missing 
earth reference means the substation is no longer compliant with Australian Standards and poses 
sizeable safety risks to electrical infrastructure, connected loads, livestock and persons. 
By nature, Earthing transformers are most commonly subjected to fault currents where phase to 
ground short circuit faults exist [3]. As a result, the internal core and windings of the 
transformer are exposed to large forces throughout their lifetime. It is difficult to determine how 
many faults an Earthing Tx can withstand given a large variance in the duration and severity of 
the faults themselves. Figure 2.1 below provides a visual representation of a transformer’s 
insulation strength over time. In reality, not all fault events will damage a transformer’s 
insulation; however, mechanical deformation within a transformer can be thought of in a similar 
same way [8]. Over time, winding packing material can become loose and move as a result of 
large fault current forces or damage during transport. Once structural bracing is no longer tight, 
a transformer’s windings can move because of the same forces until irreparable damage is done. 
  
Figure 2.1 – A conceptual transformer failure model. [8] 
IEEE’s Standard 32, “Test Procedure for Neutral Grounding Devices” Chapter 6 provides a 
detailed specification for the manufacturing of earthing transformers. Chapter 6.4.2.2 makes 
specific reference to the mechanical failure withstand requirements associated with 
“asymmetrical peak currents” [9]. Mechanical and electrical withstand requirements, however, 
only apply to the design life of a transformer (Typically around 20 years) and do not take into 
consideration many factors. Some undesirable factors may include:  
This Figure has been blurred and covered deliberately for copyright reasons. 




 Elongated fault duration (because of incorrect protection relay trip time settings/failure), 
 Adverse ambient temperature conditions, 
 Lightning Strikes, 
 Inconsistent manufacturing process, 
 Mishandling of the transformer during transport. 
Factors such as the above mentioned, reinforce the requirement for periodic/systematic 
electrical and mechanical testing of earthing transformers. Current recommendations for 
conditional monitoring of earthing transformers includes; Ratio testing, Insulation Resistance 
testing and Dissolve Gas Analysis (DGA) testing [1]. Sweep Frequency Response Analysis 
(SFRA) testing is one of the industry’s most commonly used methods for comparative, 
structural and electrical, testing of the internal workings of a transformer. By overlaying 
historical and new SFRA output trace responses, the user can determine if any internal 
mechanical shift has occurred [7]. SFRA testing is most commonly used for situational 




















2.2 SFRA basic principles 
2.2.1 Introduction 
As the name suggests, an SFRA tester sweeps the frequency of an injected ac voltage signal on 
an input-connected terminal from 20Hz through to approximately 2MHZ, measuring the output 
voltage waveform on the secondary-connected terminal. The transformers internal resistance, 
inductance and capacitive (RLC) are responsible for the unique SFRA output signal for the 
connected transformer ‘circuit’ [7]. Within a transformer, capacitance if formed between almost 
all internal structural and electrical components as seen in 
Figure 2.2 below.  
 
 
Figure 2.2 - Principle operation of SFRA (top) and simplified network behaviour of a 
transformer's active part (bottom) [10] 
Inductance is formed in the transformer windings and Resistance is based on the resistivity of 
the winding material, length and cross sectional area. In theory, a Capacitor acts as an open 
circuit at low frequencies and a short circuit at high frequencies. Conversely, an inductor tends 
to act like a short circuit at low frequencies and an open circuit at high frequencies [11]. 
Because a transformer can be thought of as a complex network of RLC components, sweeping 
an input signal from a low frequency to a High frequency provides a complex output response.  
To display the output response in a meaningful way, most SFRA testers perform the calculation 
seen below in Equation 2.1 to determine the transformer’s piecewise magnitude transfer 
function. When all the individual magnitude transfer functions are plotted on a graph, the 
resultant line is known as a transformer’s ‘magnitude trace’. Examples of a transformer’s 
magnitude trace response can be seen in Figure 2.2 above and the Figure 2.3 below. 
Similarly, Equation 2.2 below is the standard formula used by SFRA software to generate a 
piecewise phase transfer function, collectively known as the transformers ‘phase trace’. An 
example of a transformers phase trace response can be seen on the right of Figure 2.2 above. 
This Figure has been blurred and covered deliberately for copyright reasons. 
For a clearer representation of a similar figure, please visit the following website: 
http://accentsjournals.org/PaperDirectory/Journal/IJATEE/2017/5/1.pdf 
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When describing the spectral shape of an SFRA trace, the relative minima and maxima along 
the graph are reffered to as resonant points. After a resonant point, an increase of amplitude 
reffered to as a ‘capacitive climb-back’ while conversly, a decrece of amplitude into the 
resonant point is called ‘inductive roll-off’. 
There exists a relationship between phase angle and the location of resonant peaks in the 
corresponding magnitude plot of an SFRA trace. A sharp change in the output phase trace for a 
transformer around a specific frequency indicates that the magnitude trace has changed from 
inductive to capacitive in nature. This inductive to capacitive shift indicates the presence of a 
resonant point along the corresponding SFRA magnitude trace. 
 








Equation 2.2 - Two port phase transfer function formula typically used by SFRA software 
[12]. 
 






Each trace is unique, not only to the transformer, but also to each winding. The unique trace 
response (conceptually thought of as a transformer’s ‘fingerprint’) is as a result of inherent non-
uniformity in phase layout and manufacturing inconsistencies. Detailed transformer design 
considerations are given throughout the work of S.V.Kulkarni & S.A.Khaparade, highlighting 
the magnetic and electrical effects of non-uniform transformer layouts [13]. 
A transformer trace typically has an overall capacitive trending nature in the frequency domain 
as seen below in Figure 2.3. The complex RLC circuit interaction of a transformer’s windings 
structure provides a series of resonances along the frequency sweep. There exists some 
similarities in the spectral shape of many transformer SFRA trace response’s depending heavily 





Figure 2.3 - Examples of end-to-end SFRA transformer traces. Left = 266 MVA, 420/ √3 / 21 / 
21 kV Power Transformer [15] Right = 22kV Earthing transformer with a log trend-line (Red) 
Generated from The Australian power utility (APU) data (introduced properly later in this report). 
2.2.2 Methods for analysing SFRA traces 
Simply put, differences between SFRA traces are indicative of a change in the transformer’s 
RLC “circuit”. A variation in the RLC circuit suggests that the physical and/or electrical 
construction of the transformer has changed, possibly indicating a fault. SFRA guidelines 
suggest using a hierarchy of preference when comparing and analysing results. This hierarchy is 
as follows; 
1. Time based benchmark comparisons, 
2. Type or ‘Sister Transformer’ comparisons, 
3. Phase to phase comparisons [10, 15, 16]. 
A breakdown of the different analysis methods can be found below in sections 2.2.2.1, 2.2.2.2 
and 2.2.2.3 respectively. Detailed recommendations can be found in IEEE’s Std. 57.149 [16] 
and CIGRE’s technical brochure 342 [15]. 
2.2.2.1 Time Based SFRA benchmark comparisons 
Time based SFRA benchmark comparisons inherently require a baseline SFRA trace of the test 
subject. Benchmark SFRA testing is recommended to be incorporated into any large power 
transformer manufacturers factory acceptance testing (FAT). FAT SFRA is known to be the 
best working practice as it provides an RLC fingerprint of the transformer, immediately after 
completion. SFRA testing, however is not often considered to be a standard FAT for 
distribution transformers [15].  
This Figure has been blurred and covered 
deliberately for copyright reasons. 
For a clearer representation the figure, please 




Figure 2.4 – An example of a transformers time based SFRA (HV winding) trace comparison 
with all phases present  [12].  
A shift in the resonant frequency location(s) and/or magnitude between the baseline trace and a 
new trace taken at a later point in time can be indicative of an internal fault [16]. Figure 2.4 
above is an example of three benchmark SFRA transformer traces compared to three new SFRA 
transformer traces taken as a later date. All new traces have very close correlation to the 
benchmark trace results suggesting that no internal changes have occurred between tests. 
2.2.2.2 Type or Sister Transformer SFRA comparisons 
Comparing different transformer SFRA trace results for fault identification is difficult as each 
transformer has a unique response based on several factors. Primarily, different manufacturers 
use different designs, construction methods and bracing to name just a few. Because of these 
characteristic differences, the output SFRA trace is often vastly different. Some other factors 
that greatly affect a transformers frequency response are the voltage and current ratings. Internal 
layouts are predominantly dictated by minimum voltage clearance and conductor thickness 
requirements for a given power and voltage specification. In principle, sister transformer 
comparisons are possible between transformers of the same manufacturer, power rating and 
voltage rating. 
This Figure has been blurred and covered deliberately for copyright reasons. 





Figure 2.5 - An example of four ‘sister’ transformer SFRA trace responses (two HV and Two LV) 
plotted on the same axis [12]. 
An example of a sister comparison SFRA trace of both high voltage and low voltage has been 
provided in Figure 2.5 above. In this instance, close correlation between both transformer open 
circuit tests indicates that the transformer is safe to return to service. This type of transformer 
comparison, however, is known to be greatly subjective and prone to misdiagnosis. One of the 
key reasons that this method is subjective and prone to misdiagnosis is the inability to easily 
compare more than one set of traces at a time. 
2.2.2.3 SFRA Transformer Phase to Phase comparisons  
When conducting SFRA tests on a transformer, recommendations for the connection 
arrangements are provided by the test equipment manufacturer. An example of a manufacturers 
recommendations for the different test connections can be found on pages 97 and 98 of the 
Doble M5200 SFRA user manual [17]. Doble recommends conducting as many tests as possible 
including multiple phase testing.  
As mentioned above in section 2.2.1, most transformers have inherent non-uniformity their 
windings layout. Non-uniformity in conjunction with manufacturing inconsistencies often 
results in an SFRA phase to phase comparison trace with large deviations. Large deviation can 
be misdiagnosed as an internal fault making phase to phase comparisons subjective and less 
consistent [15]. While displaying time based transformer SFRA comparisons, Figure 2.4 above 
also provides an example of phase to phase comparisons with large centre phase deviation. 
This Figure has been blurred and covered deliberately for copyright reasons. 
For a clearer representation the figure, please visit the following website: 
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.111.937&rep=rep1&type=pdf  
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2.2.3 SFRA Interface 
SFRA testers rely on a computer interface to run their software and are currently known as an 
“offline”, isolated test to ensure that parallel impedances do not provide misleading results [15]. 
Dr. Shawn Nielsen and his team at the Queensland University of Technology, however, are 
currently working on a method for online FRA fault diagnosis. This method effectively 
measures the change in impedance (both magnitude and phase) around a significant resonant 
point in the winding FRA spectra. 
Almost all SFRA testing software can export a graphical trace output in a comma separated 
value (CSV) format. Interchangeable datasets enable users to globally compare and share 
information in a format that is easy to import and analyse using a variety of software packages. 
 
Figure 2.6 – Typical test set connections for a Doble SFRA tester [17].  
An example of a typical Doble manufactured SFRA test set connection configuration can be 
seen above in Figure 2.6. Most manufacturers use a three lead test configuration with a known 
impedance, typically 50Ώ [17], [14], [18]. Figure 2.7 below provides the basic test circuit for an 
SFRA tester where the ‘Impedance, Z’ is the test subject (in our case the transformer). 
 
Figure 2.7 – Basic test circuit for an SFRA tester [19] 
This Figure has been blurred and covered deliberately for copyright reasons. 
For a clearer representation the figure, please see citation. 
This Figure has been blurred and covered deliberately for copyright reasons. 





Having the same impedance for the input signal, input measurement and output measurement 
leads as seen in Figure 2.7 helps to mitigate the risk of skewed results from additive lead 
impedance. 
2.2.4 Previous Research 
Power authorities have been using SFRA testing for over a decade now; however, there is very 
limited literature available for the conditional SFRA testing of earthing transformers. 
Historically, most available literature looks at the use of SFRA testing to diagnose issues in 
large Power Transformers. In 2008, S. Sanchez, J. Rico and A. Avalos, C. Perez published a 
paper on field and laboratory SFRA testing of relatively large power transformers. The paper 
concluded that SFRA testing could be used to detect a variety of incipient faults in large power 
transformers [20]. Their 2008 paper also reinforced the cited work of Luwendran Moodley and 
Brian de Klerk. Moodley and Klerk’s 2006 paper using power transformer case studies to 
establish the value of SFRA testing as a diagnostic tool in the local power network [7]. 
CIGRE’s technical brochure 342 presents a case study where SFRA results from an auto 
transformer that suffered “Axial collapse after clamping failure” [15] was compared with data 
from years before. SFRA was key in the decision to remove the auto-transformer from service 
as other tests provided inconclusive results. An internal forensic assessment of the transformer 
confirmed that irreparable damage had occurred confirming the SFRA trace diagnosis. 
Simon A. Ryder published a paper in 2003 on the use of SFRA testing for the analysis of small 
distribution transformers. Ryder simulated typical faults found in large power transformers and 
concluded that most of these faults could be detected using SFRA on smaller distribution 
transformers [9]. As introduced in Chapter 1, Earthing transformers are physically and 
electrically small assets. Ryder’s research supports the theory that faults in earthing 
transformers should be detectable using SFRA. 
2.3 Fault and Failure modes for Earthing 
Transformers 
As introduced in 0 above, Earthing transformers typically use a Zig-Zag (Zn) winding 
configuration. Research found that Zn wound transformers are of a unique winding layout 
design. Each electrical winding is split in half and wound on different core legs as seen in 
Figure 2.8 below [3]. The inner and outer core leg windings are wound in opposite directions 
with the same number of turns so that under normal system operation, the magnetic flux 
produced by each winding cancels out. Ideally, with a net winding magnet flux equal to zero, no 




Figure 2.8 – Typical Zig-Zag (Zn) winding layout for an earthing transformer [3]. 
2.3.1 Known Transformer Faults 
Known oil-filled transformer internal “failure modes” are outlined and defined by IEEE’s 
Standard C57.149, Section 6.5 to be the following: 
 “Radial “Hoop Buckling” Deformation of Winding  
 Axial Winding Elongation “Telescoping” 
 Overall- Bulk & Localized Movement 
 Core Defects 
 Contact Resistance 
 Winding Turn-to-Turn Short Circuit 
 Open Circuited Winding 
 Winding Looseness due to Transportation 
 Residual Magnetization 
 Floating Shield” [16] 
Each of the known oil-filled internal failure modes listed above have been discussed in sections 
later in this report. Discussions in each respective section highlight the relevance of each to 
earthing transformers specifically. The immediate sub sections below include Hoop Buckling, 
Axial windings displacement and bulk movement. An understanding of each failure mode is 
required for some of the later report sections. Discussions for each of the remainder failure 
modes subsections can be found in Appendix A below. 
This Figure has been blurred and covered deliberately for copyright reasons. 




2.3.1.1 Radial “Hoop Buckling” Deformation of Winding 
As introduced in section 2.1 above, Earthing transformers are designed to be able to withstand 
large fault currents for a short duration. Radial forces are the greatest in magnitude during a 
short circuit fault as is discussed in the works of [15], [12], [16], [17] (to name a few) and 
displayed diagrammatically with force vectors in Figure 2.9 below. Research found a unique 
design decision that is common in almost all earthing transformers to reduce the effects of hoop 
buckling. By removing the inter-layer oil ports in a transformer winding (typically vertical 
spacers insulated pressboard ‘sticks’ positioned evenly around the windings between layers), the 
radial strength of the core is greatly increased [22], [13]. Consequently, removing inter-layer oil 
ports greatly reduces a transformer’s winding heat dissipation capability; however, the resulting 
increase in radial strength mitigates the risk of hoop buckling as a potential failure mode. 
2.3.1.2 Axial Winding Elongation “Telescoping” 
Research found that historically, Axial winding elongation (also known as “Telescoping”) is the 
most common failure mode for earthing transformers. Axial forces on transformer windings are 
generated as a result of miss-alignment of the windings magnetic centre [22]. Earthing 
transformers do not need any tapings along each winging for voltage compensation making it 
easier to align the magnetic centre of the inner and outer winding. Figure 2.9 below shows a 
typical transformer winding with force vectors, defined by the direction of current flow as per 
Lenz’s Law [11]. The example in section 5.4 of John J. Winders, Jr.’s Power Transformers, 
Principles and Applications provides an ideal template for a basic understanding of the forces 
acting on the earthing transformers’ windings. The example in section 5.4 utilises symmetrical 
windings with no taps and the same number of ampere-turns on the inner and outer windings, 
wound in opposite directions. [22].  
 
Figure 2.9 – (Left) “A pair of cylindrical concentric windings with their magnetic centres perfectly 
aligned.”  
(Right) “A pair of cylindrical concentric windings with their magnetic centres offset in the vertical 
direction, resulting in net vertical forces on the windings.” [22] 
 
This Figure has been blurred and covered deliberately for copyright reasons. 
For a clearer representation the figure, please see the following website (pages 171 and 172): 
 http://bbs.hwrf.com.cn/downmte/Power%20Transformers%20Principles%20and%20Applications.pdf  
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6475950/  
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When the magnetic centres of the inner and outer windings are perfectly aligned, no axial forces 
are acting on the windings as seen in the Left side of Figure 2.9 above. The right side of Figure 
2.9 shows that when the magnetic centres are not aligned, a vertical component of the force 
vector is present, pushing the inner winding upwards and the outer winding downwards. The 
vertical component of the force is intuitively made greater by further axial displacement 
suggesting that this failure mode somewhat self-perpetuating. 
A survey conducted by the CIGRE workgroup 13.19, taskforce #1 found that of the 24,292 
power transformers involved, only 15 of them were known to have failed over the 5-year 
investigation period. Of these transformers, however, it was noted that over 50% of them 
involved windings failure because of axial forces. 
IEEE’s Standard C57.149, Section 6.5.2 has broken down the typical effects of axial winding 
deformation on transformer SFRA traces into frequency regions and can be seen below in 
Figure 2.10. As discussed in section 2.2 above, the frequency regions of an SFRA trace are 
known to relate to different RLC circuit interactions within a transformer. Figure 2.11 and 
Figure 2.12 below provide examples of the expected power transformer SFRA trace response to 
axial winding deformation for open and short circuit tests respectively. 
 
Figure 2.10 – Snipping from IEEE Standard C57.149 showing the effects of Axial winding 
deformation on transformer SFRA response broken down into frequency regions [16]. 
The expected LV Open circuit and HV short circuit tests can be seen below, also as extracts 




Figure 2.11 – Snipping from IEEE Standard C57.149 showing a SFRA comparative trace of 
Axial movement for tertiary open-circuit winding tests [16].  
 
Figure 2.12 - Snipping from IEEE Standard C57.149 showing a SFRA comparative trace of 
Axial movement for tertiary HV short-circuit winding tests [16]. 
2.3.1.3 Overall- Bulk & Localized Movement 
Standard C57.149, Section 6.5.3 states that high current forces and transportation are the most 
common causes for overall- bulk and localized movement in transformers [16]. Figure 2.13 
below is an extract from the work of N. Hashemnia, Ali S. Masoum, A. Abu-Siada and Syed M. 
Islam. Figure 2.13 provides a possible transformer SFRA response to an axial shift of the bulk 
windings at 2% and 5% of its magnetic centre position. The presented results were attained 
through transformer finite element model manipulation. 
This Figure has been blurred and covered deliberately for copyright reasons. 
For a clearer representation the figure, please see the following website:  
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6475950/  
This Figure has been blurred and covered deliberately for copyright reasons. 




Figure 2.13 – Snipping of a simulated Axial displacement SFRA trace for a finite element model 
of a single phase Power transformer looking at bulk windings movement [23].  
Yet another extract from section 5.6.2 of the IEEE Standard C57.149 can be found in Figure 
2.14 below, defining the expected SFRA response for a bulk winding shift fault mode. 
 
Figure 2.14 – Snipping from IEEE Standard C57.149 showing the effects of Bulk winding 
movement on a transformer SFRA response broken down into frequency regions [16]. 
2.4 Data analysis techniques 
Given the subjective nature of SFRA trace analysis as discussed in Section 2.2.2 above, the 
development of a tool that can analyse SFRA trace data in an efficient and precise manner has 
been the focal point of research for some time now [15]. 
This Figure has been blurred and covered deliberately for copyright reasons. 




Some established techniques found for identifying faults through automated SFRA trace 
analysis include: 
 Difference Plotting [16], 
 Correlation coefficients (CCF) [16], [15], [17], 
 Error functions [15], 
 Co-variances [24]. 
 Pole-Zero Representation [24], [15]. Some tools for the creation and analysis of pole-zero 
plots include: 
o Expert systems 
o Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 
o Bayesian classifiers 
o Support Vector Machines 
o Fuzzy logic classifiers 
o Self-organising maps 
The techniques listed above were found to have limited success in detecting faults by analysing 
SFRA trace data and all have restrictions that can be further researched through the 
corresponding citations. One of the focal point of this project was to develop a unique, 
customised tool for the assisted detection of faults in Earthing Transformers. It was deemed 
important to be aware of existing SFRA analysis techniques to solidify conceptual novelty, 
however, a detailed analysis of each would not serve relevant to this report. 
2.4.1 Speech Signal Processing 
Section 2.2 discussed the general spectral shape of any given transformer’s SFRA response 
(based on a common connection configuration and specification), to be relatively consistent. 
The idea that a transformer’s response can be relatively consistent in spectral shape draws 
parallels with that of a digitised speech signal. Although people often speak any given language 
with different accents, tones, speeds and pronunciations, almost any digitised speech signal has 
enough consistency in spectral shape to identify what has been said. Technology integrating 
automatic speech recognition software provides a way to identify the sounds, words and 
sentences being processed. In the same way that speech can be automatically identified, it may 
be possible to build on and adapt existing signal feature extraction techniques to analyse and 
classify transformer SFRA responses. 
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The process of collecting speech data is vastly different from transformer SFRA analysis and 
involves what is known as analogue-to-digital conversion as a first step of signal processing. 
Analogue-to-digital signal conversion requires both sampling and quantization. To sample a 
signal, the amplitude of the input is taken at a given time with a ‘sample rate’ defined in 
samples-per-second. Quantization is the process of digitising the range of a signal or rather 
making the range of the signal discrete [25]. Once digitised, the next step of processing a speech 
signal is what is known as ‘feature extraction’. 
2.4.1.1  Feature extraction introduction 
The main goal of feature extraction in speech processing is to efficiently distil a large amount of 
digitised speech signal data into only a few vectors that represent the ‘important’ information 
[26]. As a first stage of almost all feature extraction techniques, the digitised speech signal data 
(time domain based) is converted into the frequency domain. The frequency domain data is 
collectively known as the speech signals’ Spectrum. A sample’s speech signal spectrum is 
shown at the top of Figure 2.15 below. Once in the frequency domain, it is possible to separate 
the spectrum into the ‘spectral envelope’ and the ‘spectral details’ as shown in the lower traces 
of Figure 2.15 respectively. 
 
Figure 2.15 – The top graph displays a sample speech signal’s spectrum, the middle graph is 
the spectral envelope of the top spectrum along with the spectral details at the bottom [27]. 
Separation can be achieved by exploiting the fact that the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) 
of the log-spectrum is the sum of the IFFT of spectral envelope and the spectral details as 
mathematically shown below in Equation 2.3. The pseudo-frequency mapped resultant 




This Figure has been blurred and covered deliberately for copyright reasons. 




Equation 2.3 – Mathematical identity useful to help separate a spectrum into its spectral 
envelope and spectral details [27]. 
 
 
𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑇(log 𝑋[𝑘]) =  𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑇(log 𝐻[𝑘]) + 𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑇(log 𝐸[𝑘]) 
 
(2.3) 
From Equation 2.3, the spectral envelope of a speech signal is essentially a log of the low 
frequency magnitude spectrum with resonances (known as ‘Formants’), representing its main 
frequency components [26]. Section 2.2.1 above describes the output data from an SFRA tester 
as a log-magnitude plot, much like a speech signal’s digitised spectrum, representing the 
transformers unique internal layout. 
2.4.1.2 Techniques 
There exists a variety of techniques commonly used for feature extraction in automatic speech 
processing applications. Some of the more common and well proven techniques for feature 
extraction are as listed below: 
 Linear predictive coding analysis (LPC) 
 Perceptual linear predictive coefficients (PLP), 
 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), 
 Linear-frequency cepstral coefficients (LFCC) [28] 
A conceptual overview of LPC, PLP and LFCC can be found in Appendix A below. 
Background into MFCC along with a process overview has been provided in section 2.4.1.3 
below, given that it was the primary method chosen for this project. 
2.4.1.3 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) 
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) is arguably the most commonly used feature 
extraction technique available. MFCC is widely used because of its simplicity, computational 
speed and manageable output coefficients [26]. Feature extraction using MFCC relies on the 
spectral form of an input signal making it sensitive to small variations in the spectral data 
(noise). In speech processing, MFCC can be implemented using several steps as detailed in 
Figure 2.16 below. 
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Figure 2.16 – The MFCC computational process graphically presented for simple analysis [29]. 
 
MFCC makes use of human speech limitations by setting the sampling frequency to 
approximately 20kHz, known as the Nyquist frequency. The Nyquist frequency for human 
speech is twice the maximum frequency that information can be conveyed (10kHz) [26]. 
Pre-emphasis is applied to compensate for the natural ‘spectral tilt’ of human speech, boosting 
the signals high frequency energy to assist with the inclusion of all the spectral information 
available. The emphasised signal is then split into small windows to minimise any non-statutory 
spectral features. Windowing of the signal is applied to compensate for the human auditory 
system’s sensitivity to time evolving spectral content [26]. 
As discussed in section 2.4.1.1 above, each windowed signal is converted into the frequency 
domain, most commonly using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for its computational speed. The 
absolute value of the resultant is then filtered using a bank of Hamming windows, spaced along 
a ‘Mel-scale’ axis to tailor the output coefficients for human hearing characteristics (less 
sensitive at higher frequencies). The use of a Hamming window for the filter bank is required to 
ensure that the output function is continuous for all data points (necessary for Fourier 
transforms). 
A logarithm function is applied to the filtered spectrum as this assist in dampening the effects of 
unwanted magnitude changes from the input signal. Finally, an Inverse Transform is applied to 
the log-filtered spectrum. Typically, the function used for this operation is the Inverse Discrete 
Cosine Transform (IDCT). IDCT is typically used instead of a ‘Sine’ based Inverse Fast Fourier 
Transform (IFFT) for comparative data purposes given fewer computational iterations are 
required for signal approximation [30]. The application of an IDCT on the log spectrum data 
results in what is known as the signals cepstrum, mapped on a ‘persuado-frequency’ axis. 
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The number of output cepstrum coefficients is equal to the number of filters applied in the in the 
Hamming filter bank. A change in magnitude of any given coefficient is uncorrelated to the 
other output coefficients which is a feature that is unique to the cepstrum (not true for the 
spectrum). Each uncorrelated output coefficient subsequently represents a different frequency 
band for the transform making it possible to isolate lower or higher frequency components of 
the signal as required. It is also possible to exploit the independent magnitude nature of each 
cepstrum coefficient for analysis purposes as most of the information is typically stored in a 
select few filter coefficients [26], [29]. 
2.4.2 Application requirements for fault analysis 
Modification of any analysis technique for fault identification within earthing transformers 
requires an intimate understanding of the characteristic SFRA changes that result from specific 
faults. Section’s 2.2 and 2.3 above cover some of the key research papers that have been 
published in the space of SFRA testing. Both sections surmise that SFRA fault analysis of 
earthing transformers is a relatively untouched area of study. To gather an intimate 
understanding of the characteristic SFRA changes that result from specific faults in earthing 
transformers, practical simulation of the most common fault scenario could be used to gather 
real world data. Section 2.3.1 above provides an overview of known transformer faults, 




Chapter 3 Practical Transformer Fault 
Simulation Testing 
3.1 Introduction 
As introduced in section 2.2.4 above, Simon A. Ryder published a paper in 2003 on 
“TRANSFORMER DIAGNOSTICS USING FREQUENCY RESPONSE ANALYSIS” [9]. 
Ryder’s fault simulation work was carried out at the Alstom transformer research centre in 
France with the facilities to simulate several faults, typical power transformers. Although 
specific simulation methodology was not disclosed in his 2003 paper, fault simulation on 
transformer windings displacement was deemed to be of particular relevance to this project. 
Ryder suggests that from experience, a winding shift of over 2% in power transformers is 
detectable using SFRA. To prove this, a 3% permissible core-window HV windings movement 
was applied to the 100kVA test subject, simulating a ‘windings displacement’ fault. The 
respective SFRA trace results from Ryder’s paper can be seen in Figure 3.1 below. It is clear to 
see that from the time based SFRA comparison, a spectral resonance magnitude change along 
with frequency shift occurs because of the simulated fault.  
 
Figure 3.1 – An extract from Simon A. Ryder’s 2003 paper showing a time based SFRA 
comparison from a simulated 3% windings displacement fault [9]. 
This Figure has been blurred and covered deliberately for copyright reasons. 





Fortunately, an Australian power utility (APU) made the decision to SFRA benchmark most of 
the earthing transformers throughout their electrical network. APU facilitated the raw SFRA 
trace data from these benchmarked Earthing transformers to the author for the completion of 
this project. APU earthing transformer data was initially analysed to determine the characteristic 
SFRA trace shape that would result from a zig-zag (Zn) wound transformer. Figure 3. below is a 
random sample of twenty Zn wound earthing transformer ‘A phase’, open circuit traces, mapped 
on the same axis. The sample of transformers included four different manufacturers and of 
various current, voltage and impedance nameplate ratings. 
 
Figure 3.2 – Twenty randomly selected 'A phase', open circuit tested; Zn wound earthing 
transformer SFRA traces mapped on the same axis. Raw data provided by The Australian 
power utility. 
Given differences in the windings configuration and connections between a Zn wound earthing 
transformer and Ryder’s Dyn* vectored transformer, the SFRA fault response can be expected 
to be different. It was therefore proposed that SFRA analysis of a simulated windings axial 
displacement fault on an earthing transformer should be conducted. 
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3.1.1 Donated Earthing Transformer from Excess 
Power Equipment 
Local power service and supply company, Excess Power Equipment (EPE) donated a stock Zn 
wound earthing transformer for the completion of this project as seen in Figure 3.3 below. An 
EPE transformer datasheet along with extensive photos of the transformer can be found in 
Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 of Appendix C below. EPE also facilitated Workshop space, tools, a 
Doble M5400 SFRA tester, insulation resistance tester (Fluke 1550B, SN 08813014), windings 
resistance meter (Sivananda TWRM10A, SN SE/002062014), Oil Dielectric tester (Foster 
Megger OTS/60SX, SN 97071810500797) and Dissolve Gas Analysis (DGA) tester (GE 
Energy Kelman Transport X: 80-2621). The additional test equipment was requested for the 
purpose of certifying the transformer test subject health as is recommended in the respective 
sections of AS/NZS 60076 – 6 [31], AS 2374 [32] and A.S.1767 [33], prior to SFRA 
benchmarking. 
 
Figure 3.3 - Donated Earthing transformer from Excess Power Equipment for developing fault 
simulations. 
Left – Transformer after refurbishment by EPE 
Right – Transformer core and coils being de-tanked 
 
Table 3.1 – Earthing transformer test subject electrical specifications 
Number of Phases 3 
Rated Voltage 11000V 
Vector Group Zn 
Rated Neutral Current and Duration 75A for 10 seconds 
Zero Sequence Impedance 9.2Ώ/phase at 75°C 





As introduced in section 2.3 above, a Zn wound transformer has only one set of electrical 
windings per phase, separated into two half sections and wound on top of each other on the 
respective core legs. Figure 3.4 below is a zoomed extract of the test subject’s nameplate, 
providing indication of the internal windings layout and inter-winding electrical connections. 
Convention suggests that the windings seen at the top of this layout and connection diagram 
have been wound on the inside of the windings seen at the bottom of Figure 3.4 respectively. 
Visual inspection of the winding found this convention to be true once the transformer was un-
tanked, explained in further detail below. The alignment of each winding in Figure 3.4 
represents the physical core leg location for each respectively. 
 
Figure 3.4 – An extract from the test subjects’ full transformer nameplate (found in Figure 6.2, 
Appendix C) of the internal windings layout and inter-winding electrical connections with added  
As diagrammatically shown in Figure 3.4 and introduced in 2.3 above, each transformer phase 
connection has one part of the electrically interconnected windings on a different core leg. It is 
interesting to note that B and ‘C phase’ have a very similar geometric windings layout while 'A 
phase' has the greatest physical separation between its interconnected windings. 
Inner Windings 
(Windings closest to the transformer’s core) 
Outer Windings 
(Windings wound around the inner windings) 
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3.2 Method 
The purpose of this section is to define the method used to simulate a windings axial 
displacement fault on an earthing transformer using SFRA for benchmarking and analysis. The 
major objective of simulating an axial displacement fault on the earthing transformer is to 
determine if it is possible to detect this specific fault using SFRA alone. Results from the fault 
simulation will be used for justification of a filter placement convention for the proposed 
analysis process discussed in section 2.4.2 above. Fault simulations included only two different 
fault severity scenarios given workshop access limitations. The two fault severity scenarios 
were deemed adequate for the main purpose of determining if the fault itself can be detected 
using SFRA and what changes along the spectrum as a result. 
3.2.1 Conditional testing and Benchmarking 
Conditional benchmark testing of the earthing transformer consisted of the following: 
1. Oil dielectric test 
2. Dissolved gas analysis (DGA) test 
3. Insulation resistance test 
4. Windings Resistance test 
5. Sweep Frequency Response Analysis (SFRA) tests 
The testing method and results for points 1 to 4 listed above have been included in section C.2 
of Appendix C below. Each test serves to ensure that a different component of the transformer is 
in good health, prior to SFRA testing. The respective sub-sections of C.2 present both method 
and justification behind each. Section 3.2.2 below present the method conducted to simulate an 
axial windings displacement fault using SFRA alone as a diagnosis tool. 
3.2.2 Sweep Frequency Response Analysis (SFRA) 
tests 
All sweep frequency response analysis (SFRA) tests were conducted using a Doble M5400. The 
test set lead connections and transformer bushing connections were repeated in full for all test 
iterations as per Table 3.2 below. 
Table 3.2 – Lead Connections for every SFRA test 
Red lead A B C A B C 




















SFRA tester frequency sweep setting – 20Hz to 2Mhz 
Transformer SFRA test iterations were conducted exclusively in the order of the list below: 
1. Baseline SFRA test when the transformer was fully assembled, 
2. Comparative SFRA test when the transformer had been drained of oil with the lid placed 
back on top of the transformer, 
3. Baseline and comparative SFRA test when the transformer core and coils had been fully un-
tanked, 
4. Comparative SFRA test with a core earth strap fitted to the transformer, 
5. Comparative SFRA test with bulk movement of the A and ‘C phase’ outer core leg 
windings to the bottom of the core window, 
6. 90% movement of the inner core windings towards the top of the core window, 
7. 45% movement of the inner core windings towards the top of the core window. 
Each of the listed steps has been elaborated on in the below sub sections: 
3.2.2.1 Baseline SFRA test - Transformer fully assembled 
Six SFRA tests were conducted on the fully assembled Earthing Transformer (Earth Tx), with 
the cable box cover removed, using the connections defined in Table 3.2 above. Photos of the 
respective connections made and the bushing short circuit leads configurations during testing 
can be found in section D.1 of Appendix D. 
The purpose of conducting fully assembled SFRA tests was to provide a baseline set of data for 
time based, type based and sister Tx based comparisons. 
3.2.2.2 Comparative SFRA test - Transformer oil removed 
Next, the transformers tank lid was removed and all 166 Litres of oil was pumped from the 
transformer into a clean oil storage vessel. The transformers tank lid was then re-seated with 
four locating bolts (one in each corner). SFRA tests performed in section 3.2.2.1 were repeated 
in full. A photo of the Tx with all the oil removed can be found in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5 – Internal view of the earthing transformer with oil removed and labelling of the 
topical components and wiring interconnections. 
SFRA tests with the oil drained from the transformer were conducted to isolate the effect that 
removing the oil would have on the transformers SFRA response. The isolated changes in 
SFRA response were deemed important for comparison purposes and for the potential 
normalisation of testing results when compared to other oil filled earthing transformers. 
3.2.2.3 Baseline and comparative SFRA test - Transformer 
core and coils fully removed (un-tanked) 
The transformers bushings were then electrically disconnected and removed. The core frame 
mounting bolts were removed from the tank fixings shown in Figure 3.5 above. The transformer 
core and coils assembly was then lifted out of the transformer tank by ‘noosing’ the core 
bracing frame with a gantry connected chain set as seen in Figure 3.3 above and section D.3 of 
Appendix D below. Once removed the Transformer core and coils assembly were placed on 
large wooden blocks in an oil drip tray. The coil leads were cleaned of oil using a small amount 
of sheltie on a scrap piece of cloth. All the SFRA tests from Table 3.2 above were once again 
repeated taking care to ensure that the now loose coil leads were not touching each other or the 
transformer ground potential frame. A photo of the un-tanked transformer can be found in 
Figure 3.6 below. 
Transformer Bushings 

















Figure 3.6 – Un-tanked earthing transformer core sitting on wooden blocks in an oil drip tray. 
Bushings were disconnected and removed to enable the core and coils assembly to be lifted due 
to the overhang seen in Figure 3.5 above. Large wooden blocks were used to offset the 
transformer from the metal oil drip tray to remove the potential capacitive coupling effect that 
could skew SFRA results. To ensure that the testing process was un-biased, consistent testing 
conditions were required. To achieve consistent test conditions with the original ‘baseline’ taken 
in section 3.2.2.1 above, the transformer would need to be fully assembled and filled with oil 
every time a change was made, prior to re-testing. Given that the bushings overhang the 
transformer core and coils, it was deemed problematic to attempt to rebuild and re-fill the 
transformer for each test iteration. Foreseeable problems were brainstormed as follows; 
 Movement of the core and coils as a result of the repetitive lifting stresses, 
 Incorrect lead terminal connections (due to human error), 
 Inconsistent bushing connection lead paths, 
 Broken or stressed lead insulation due to constant movement, 
 Movement of the windings test spacer while lifting the core and coils back in to the 
transformer tank. 
For the reasons listed above, it was decided that all modifications to the core and coils, 
simulating a winding axial displacement fault, would be conducted and re-tested in an un-
tanked state. The main purpose of the SFRA test when the transformer had been un-tanked was 
therefore to create a new baseline set of data. This data set was intended for direct comparisons 
with later test iterations to ensure that the simulated windings axial displacement faults could be 
detected using SFRA alone in an earthing transformer.  
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3.2.2.4 Comparative SFRA test with bulk movement of the 
A and ‘C phase’ outer core leg windings to the 
bottom of the core window 
For the Bulk winding movement test iteration, the first step was to remove the lower and upper 
windings bracing chocks for the inner and outer C core leg windings (windings C1 to C2 and C3 
to C4 as given in the nameplate windings layout diagram, Figure 3.4 above). The core-to-
windings top and bottom insulation spacers were then cut in half and replaced under and above 
the ‘B phase’ windings. Both the inner and outer ‘C phase’ windings were then pushed down 
until the windings insulation was sitting on the bottom of the core window, ensuring that the 
inner and outer windings were still physically aligned. Another full set of SFRA measurements 
were then taken as per Table 3.2 above. 
 
Figure 3.7 – Photos of the Earthing transformer core and coils 
Left- Transformer core and coils assembly before any modification has been made. 
Top Right – Top view of the C core leg windings bulk movement 
Bottom Right – Bottom view of the C core leg windings bulk movement with ‘C phase’ sitting on 
the transformers core. 
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The ‘C phase’ outer core leg windings were chosen to reflect the greatest deviation in the SFRA 
response as discussed in section 3.1 above. The windings chocks were removed and modified to 
support the ‘B phase’ winding while enabling full axial movement of the ‘C phase’ winding as 
seen in Figure 3.7 above. The modifications made to the windings-to-core spacer can be seen in 
section D.4 of Appendix D below. Moving the windings as one piece to their lowest permissible 
point simulated a developing fault condition for the transformer and isolated the effects of bulk 
windings movement for the earthing transformers SFRA. The SFRA tests were conducted as 
above for direct comparison with the un-tanked baseline data collected in section 3.2.2.3. 
3.2.2.5 90% movement of the inner core windings towards 
the top of the core window 
Windings spacers, made of layered pressboard insulation, were fabricated to the specifications 
provided in section D.5.1 of Appendix D below. The actual windings displacement in this 
simulated fault case is 89.23% however, to simplify descriptions; this number will be referred to 
as 90% throughout the rest of the report. The inner and outer ‘C phase’ windings were then 
lifted to the top of the core window. The prefabricated pressboard spacers were then placed 
under the inner ‘C phase’ winding. The bulk windings were then pushed downwards allowing 
the outer winding to move to the bottom of the core window as seen in Figure 3.8. A full set of 
SFRA tests were then carried out as per the connections defined in Table 3.2. 
 
Figure 3.8 – Earthing transformer core & coils assemble after inner windings axial shift upwards 
of 90% of the total core window and outer ‘C phase’ winding at the bottom of the core window. 
Top Right – Close view of the 90% axial windings displacement. 
Bottom Right – Spacer under ‘C phase’ prior to inner winding axial displacement. 
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The windings spacers were fabricated out of pressboard insulation for its rigid form and 
nonmagnetic properties. Rigidness was required as for the windings spacers as the available 
mounting points for the spacer on the core clamping frame was spaced without middle support 
as seen in Figure 3.8. It was important that the spacer be made of a nonmagnetic material so that 
it did not introduce a new variable into the SFRA trace under testing conditions. Once again, the 
‘C phase’ winding was selected as no further modifications were required of the windings 
support chocks than those made and discussed in section 3.2.2.4 above. The inner windings 
spacers were created with adequate width to push up and expose the oil port insulation sticks of 
the windings as they were found to be glued to the outer wrap of the inner coil. The height of 
the windings spacer (closer to ‘B phase’) was made to be smaller than the outer spacer as the 
bottom of the core window sat slightly higher than the core clamping frame. 
3.2.2.6 45% movement of the inner core windings towards 
the top of the core window 
The outer winding was then pushed back to the top of the core window, in line with the inner 
winding. The windings spacers were then removed and made shorter by removing layers of the 
pressboard insulation as per the specifications provided in section D.5.1 of Appendix D below. 
The actual windings displacement in this simulated fault case is 44.61% however, to simplify 
descriptions; this number will be referred to as 45% throughout the rest of the report. The 
pressboard spacers were then placed back in the same positions described in section 3.2.2.5 and 
seen in Figure 3.9. The windings were then pushed down the ‘C phase’ core leg until the outer 
winding was once again resting on the bottom of the core window. The final full set of SFRA 




Figure 3.9 - The earthing transformer core and coils assemble after inner windings axial shift 
upwards of 45% of the total core window and outer ‘C phase’ winding at the bottom of the core 
window. 
The inner winding pressboard spacers were made shorter to reflect a smaller axial displacement 
developing fault for the earthing transformer. This was conducted to see if it is possible to detect 
even small amounts of axial displacement between windings in an earthing transformer using 
SFRA as a diagnosis tool. Having two fault simulation cases of the same nature but varying in 
severity enables comparisons to see if a relationship exists between the fault severity and the 
SFRA trace for potential linear interpolation. 
3.3 Results and Discussions 
Results from the method presented in section 3.2.1 can be found in the form of a completed test 
certificates in Appendix C.2 (templates provided by Excess Power Equipment (EPE)). To 
surmise, The transformer and insulating fluid were found to pass all of the respective tests 
defined in section 3.2.1 above as per AS/NZS 60076 – 6 [31], AS 2374 [32]  & A.S.1767 [33] 
respectively. Results and discussion from the method presented in section 3.2.2 above can be 
found in the subsections below. 
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3.3.1 Baseline SFRA test - Transformer fully 
assembled 
Figure 3.10 below provides a full suite of SFRA traces results from benchmark testing method 
discussed in section 3.2.2.1 above. It is interesting to note that 'A phase' deviates the greatest at 
lower frequencies, contradicting the typical two winding transformer open circuit results 
discussed in section 2.2.1 above. ‘C phase’ open circuit trace results show an extra resonant 
point soon after the capacitive climb back from the lowest frequency resonance. The short 
circuit traces from Figure 3.10 has close correlation between phases with slight resonant point 
deviation at higher frequencies. Photos of the SFRA test set connections can be found in 
Appendix D.1. 
 
Figure 3.10 – Full suite of open circuit and short circuit SFRA trace results from the earthing 
transformer – Fully assembled (Benchmark Trace) 
 
Benchmarked deviation of the ‘A phase’ winding, seen in the lower frequency region of Figure 
3.10 above is likely the result of a common design layout choice for Zn wound earthing 
transformers. Section 3.1.1 above presented the test subject’s windings layout and discussed 
interconnections in detail, noting that the ‘A phase’ interconnected windings have the greatest 
geometric separation from each other. The inter-windings capacitive relationship is therefore 
expected to deviate greatly from the B and ‘C phase’ interconnected windings. 
Due once again to the multi-core-leg windings layout of this Zn wound earthing transformer, the 
extra ‘C phase’ resonance is likely because of inter-winding capacitive coupling. The capacitive 
coupling between ‘C phase’ and both the A and ‘B phase’ windings of the transformer result in 
a trace that tries to mimic both simultaneously providing averaging of data points to a certain 
degree. 
Short circuit SFRA traces 




By short circuiting all other bushing connections to the reference point for the SFRA tested 
transformer, it is possible to remove the effects of inter-winding capacitive coupling. For this 
reason, the short circuit benchmark phase comparison has a far closer correlation; supporting the 
normality of the A and ‘C phase’ open circuit benchmark SFRA results above. 
3.3.2 Comparative SFRA test when the transformer 
had been drained of oil 
Figure 3. shows the SFRA open circuit trace result from ‘A phase’ once the oil from the 
transformer has been removed. The “No Oil” SFRA trace response in grey has been mapped on 
the same axis as the green ‘A phase’ open circuit baseline trace, introduced in Figure 3.10 
above. The method used to attain these results can be found in section 3.2.2.2 above. The no-oil 
SFRA trace has a relatively consistent frequency and magnitude offset on the logarithmic scale 
axis. The mid frequency region of this trace (800Hz to 700kHz) shows very similar spectral 
shape to the baseline with a consistent offset, most visible between the 800Hz and 28kHz range. 
The no-oil trace in Figure 3. also has large resonance deviation at the top frequency regions of 
the SFRA trace (900kHz to 2MHz). B and ‘C phase’ windings benchmark SFRA comparisons 
from removing the transformers oil can be found in Appendix D.2 below. Appendix D.2 also 
contains photos of the transformer before and after the oil had been removed. 
 
Figure 3.11 – Comparison of 'A phase' open-circuit SFRA trace responses. 
Green Line – Fully assembled ‘A phase’ SFRA Benchmark 
Grey Line – Earthing transformer ‘A phase’ SFRA trace after the oil has been removed. 
Transformer with No Oil 
Fully assembled Baseline 
Open Circuit SFRA of A Phase 
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Figure 3.12 below is the ‘A phase’ SFRA short circuit test result once again from the method 
detailed in section 3.2.2.2 above. The “No Oil” SFRA trace response in grey has been mapped 
on the same axis as the blue ‘A phase’ short circuit baseline trace. As seen in Figure 3. in the 
previous section, the trace shows very consistent spectral offset from approximately 10kHz 
through to 700kHz. Once again, the resonant peak deviation is more prominent in the higher 
frequency SFRA trace region (700kHz to 2MHz) 
 
Figure 3.12 – Comparison of ‘A phase’ short-circuit SFRA trace responses. 
Blue Line – Fully assembled ‘A phase’ SFRA Benchmark 
Grey Line – Earthing transformer ‘A phase’ SFRA trace after the oil has been removed. 
 
The frequency and magnitude offset seen in Figure 3. and Figure 3.12 above has a capacitive 
nature as a result of the oil being removed. Discussions in section 2.2.1 above introduced the 
concept that capacitive coupling occurs between the signal injected windings and all other 
internal components of the transformer. For the cases shown in Figure 3. and Figure 3.12, the 
capacitive coupling between the ‘A phase’ windings and other windings, the tank frame and the 
transformers core has changed with the insulation medium (from oil to air). The variations 
across almost the entire frequency sweep as a result of removing this earthing transformers oil 
aligns with section 4.8.2 of IEEE’s standard 52.149 [16]. 
 
Short Circuit SFRA of A Phase 
Fully assembled Baseline 
Transformer with No Oil 
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3.3.3 Baseline and comparative SFRA test when the 
transformer core and coils had been fully un-
tanked 
From the method defined in section 3.2.2.3 above, the grey line results of Figure 3.13 below 
were attained. The Earthing transformers fully assembled ‘A phase’ open circuit SFRA trace has 
been plotted in green on the same axis for comparison purposes. The general spectral shape of 
the un-tanked ‘A phase’ trace shows very little variation from the baseline trace. The un-tanked 
SFRA response appears to have a uniform higher frequency offset after approximately 300Hz 
when compared to the green baseline trace. 
 
Figure 3.13 – Comparison of ‘A phase’ open-circuit SFRA trace responses. 
Green Line – Fully assembled ‘A phase’ SFRA Benchmark 
Grey Line – Transformer ‘A phase’ SFRA trace result after core and coils un-tanking. 
An un-tanked short circuit SFRA results comparison can be found in Figure 3.14 below. The 
offset seen for the un-tanked short circuit test is proportionally similar to the open circuit 
comparison seen in Figure 3.13 above. Once again, retention of the spectral shape can be seen 
when compared with the baseline short-circuit trace with noticeable deviation starting at 
approximately 6kHz for the short circuit case. 
Open Circuit SFRA of A Phase 
Fully assembled Baseline 
Un-Tanked (New Baseline) 
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Figure 3.14 – Comparison of ‘A phase’ short-circuit SFRA trace responses. 
Blue Line – Fully assembled ‘A phase’ SFRA Benchmark 
Grey Line – Transformer ‘A phase’ SFRA trace result after core and coils un-tanking. 
Un-tanking of the core and coils removes the capacitive coupling effect between the signal 
induced windings’ and the metal frame tank structure when conducting an SFRA test. The 
effects of changing the transformers dielectric insulation from oil to air potentially becomes 
more apparent as the insulation dries. It is likely a combination between un-tanking and drying 
insulation that creates the uniform offset seen in both Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 above. The 
grey “Un-tanked” line in both Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 has been noted as “New Baseline” as 
all traces from section 3.3.4 onwards will be using this as the comparison baseline. Equivalent B 
and ‘C phase’ comparison results were found to have less prominent or very similar deviation to 
the 'A phase' SFRA trace comparisons presented above. To mitigate repetitive results entries, 
the B and ‘C phase’ comparisons for both open and short circuit testing can be found in 
appendix D.3 below. 
3.3.4 Comparative SFRA test with bulk windings 
movement 
Comparative SFRA tests with bulk movement of the A4 to A3 and C1 to C2 phase windings to 
the bottom of the core window with the un-tanked (new baseline) can be found in Figure 3.15 
below. The lower frequency region (20Hz to 2kHz) of the SFRA comparison trace below 
present’s slight deviation from an otherwise very closely matched set of open circuit SFRA 
traces. 
Short Circuit SFRA of A Phase 
Un-Tanked (New Baseline) 
 





Figure 3.15 – Comparison of ‘A phase’ open-circuit SFRA trace responses. 
Green Line – Un-tanked 'A phase' SFRA Benchmark 
Grey Line – Transformer 'A phase' SFRA trace result after bulk windings movement. 
  
The short circuit SFRA trace comparison equivalent of Figure 3.15 can be seen below in Figure 
3.16. In the SFRA comparison trace below, both the benchmark and the bulk windings 
movement SFRA traces have very close alignment for the entire spectrum. 
 
Figure 3.16 – Comparison of ‘A phase’ short-circuit SFRA trace responses. 
Blue Line – Un-tanked 'A phase' SFRA Benchmark 
Grey Line – Transformer ‘A phase’ SFRA trace result after bulk windings movement. 
  
Open Circuit SFRA of A Phase 
Un-Tanked (New Baseline) 
 
Bulk Windings Movement 
Short Circuit SFRA of A Phase 
Un-Tanked (New Baseline) 
 
Bulk Windings Movement 
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Slight deviations in the SFRA open circuit trace at lower frequencies would most likely be 
because of the windings capacitive interaction with the transformers core as conceptually 
introduced in section 2.2.1 above. IEEE’s standard 57.149 also discusses the use of short circuit 
SFRA testing to remove the capacitive coupling effect between the core and injected windings. 
The open circuit iteration of the bulk windings movement suit of SFRA tests showed only low 
frequency variation. Isolated low frequency variations confirm that the windings to core 
capacitive relationship is the only one that changed within the test subject. 
The results from bulk windings movement of the test subject do not appear to align with those 
presented in Figure 2.13 of section 2.3.1.3 above. This could partially be because the 
transformer was un-tanked, removing the potential coupling effect of the tank structure itself. 
The test subject for this report has a physically smaller construction and vastly different 
specifications from the comparison case in Figure 2.13. The most obvious source of deviation 
could be from model inaccuracy as the comparative case discussed in section 2.3.1.3 was 
created using finite element modelling software. 
Figure 2.14, introduced in section 2.3.1.3, appears to align with the practical simulation results 
of this section for short circuit testing, however not open circuit testing. The table from IEEE’s 
standard C57.149 notes that the greatest affected area is likely between 5kHz and 100kHz 
though deviation for the open circuit test instance is greatest between 20Hz and 3kHz. 
3.3.5 Axial Windings shift of the inner core towards the 
top of the core window at 45% and 90% 
SFRA results from the simulation of two axial windings displacement faults, each varying in 
severity, can be found in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 below. Method sections 3.2.2.5 and 
3.2.2.6 above along with photos from appendix D.5 of the process provide a step by step 
breakdown of how the tests were performed. Figure 3.17 is a zoomed open circuit ‘A phase’ 
comparison plot between the un-tanked baseline SFRA trace, a 45% windings displacement 
SFRA trace and a 90% windings displacement SFRA trace. The full frequency sweep results 
can be found in D.5 below for all test connections defined in the respective method section. The 
main resonance point of deviation occurs at approximately 20kHz with another point of 
deviation at the resonance and anti-resonance located around 110kHz. Axial windings 
displacement appears to have a smoothing effect on the resonant peaks around this frequency 
point. The first resonance of Figure 3.15 shifts to a lower frequency point with a slightly larger 




Figure 3.17 – Comparison of ‘A phase’ open-circuit SFRA trace responses. 
Green Line – Un-tanked ‘A phase’ SFRA Benchmark 
Red line – 45% Axial windings displacement proportional to the permissible movement. 
Grey Line – 90% Axial windings displacement proportional to the permissible movement. 
The equivalent short circuit ‘A phase’ axial windings displacement comparative plot can be 
seen below in Figure 3.18. Much like Figure 3.17 above, the plot below is of a zoomed 
reference to focus on the areas of trace deviation. This has been done because the trace 
alignment of the three conditions was very consistent for the rest of the frequency sweep. Once 
again, a full suite of the SFRA trace outputs from this test series can be found in appendix D.5 
below. Consistent inductive roll-off frequency offsets for each case in Figure 3.18 appear 
proportional to the amount of axial winding displacement from approximately 9kHz through to 
25kHz. This consistent offset leads to the main resonant point of interest around 25kHz where a 
large change in magnitude occurs from the windings axial displacement. The large change once 
again appears to be proportional in nature to the simulated fault severity. As with the open 
circuit trace, another resonant point of deviation occurs around 110kHz, however, in the 90% 
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Figure 3.18 – Comparison of ‘A phase’ short-circuit SFRA trace responses. 
Dark blue Line – Un-tanked ‘A phase’ SFRA Benchmark 
Red line – 45% Axial windings displacement proportional to the permissible movement. 
Grey Line – 90% Axial windings displacement proportional to the permissible movement. 
It is interesting to note that deviation at the primary resonant point in Figure 3.18 is far greater 
than the open circuit testing instance seen in Figure 3.17 above for each fault case. This could 
possibly be because the inter-windings capacitive coupling effects have been removed by short 
circuiting all other bushing connections to the SFRA measurement terminal. 
Short circuit testing results presented in Figure 3.18 above, show comparable spectral deviations 
at similar resonant points to the expected results introduced in Figure 2.12 of section 2.3.1.2 
above. The primary resonant peek, seen in Figure 3.18, appears to have a positive magnitude 
shift as a result of the characteristic extra resonance point. 
When compared with the equivalent expected SFRA trace response introduced in Figure 2.11 of 
section 2.3.1.2 above, Figure 3.17 appears to have a vastly different SFRA open circuit axial 
winding fault response. This is likely because the comparative fault case from IEEE’s standard 
C57.149 is for a large 3 winding power transformer. This once again solidifies the necessity for 
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3.4 Further Discussion 
The results presented above satisfy the intended goal to determine if it is possible to diagnose a 
fault in an earthing transformer using SFRA alone while identifying critical points of deviation. 
Comparisons with existing research in SFRA testing confirmed the value of simulating faults, 
specifically in earthing transformers to gain an intimate understanding of the resultant spectrum 
changes. 
The open circuit SFRA benchmark trace result from Figure 3.10 has been added to the twenty 
randomly selected ‘A phase’ APU SFRA traces from Figure 3. above to create Figure 3.19 
below. Figure 3.19 has been included as it provides an initial understanding of the test subjects 
characteristic spectral similarities and deviations when compared with other earthing 
transformers. It is interesting to note that the test subject has an a-typical response for most of 
the spectrum. 
 
Figure 3.19 – Same plot introduced in Figure 3. above with the ‘A phase’ Open Circuit 
transformer SFRA result from section 3.3.1 above, overlayed as the dashed bold black line. 
The a-typical nature of the test subject is most likely because of differing design and 
manufacturing process along with voltage and current rating. All comparisons and analysis from 
this point of the report forward will be made from an open circuit connection standpoint. This 
decision was made, based on The Australian power utility’s available data to ensure that 
comparisons could be used at a later point to quantify any results. One suggestion for APU’s 
could be to incorporate short circuit SFRA testing into their conditional monitoring of earthing 
transformers rather than phase to phase testing. 
Having attained the results presented throughout this chapter, the next step was to begin 
developing a tool to assist in detecting axial windings displacement in earthing transformers. 
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Chapter 4 Development of a tool for 
assistive fault diagnosis in 
earthing transformers 
The results from section 3.3 will be used throughout this chapter to justify some design 
decisions in the development of the proposed assistive fault diagnostic tool for earthing 
transformers. 
As first introduced in section 2.4.1.3 and subsequently in section 2.4.2 earlier in this report, the 
use of an adapted MFCC process stood out as a possible feature extraction technique for SFRA 
trace data analysis. This unique approach to SFRA trace analysis provides a method basis for 
the creation of the proposed analysis tool. 
The main design requirements were defined in the introduction as follows: 
 Simple interface, 
 Automatic data management & simple intuitive data acquisition, 
 Multiple trace entry and processing capability, 
 Automated processing with minimal user variable inputs, 
 Refinable process, 
 Simple output display, 
 Meaningful output to assist with fault diagnosis. 
The first main step of the development process was to choose a platform for the proposed 
analysis tool. 
4.1 Planning and Justification 
MathWorks MATLAB [34] was proposed for the implementation of a method to analyse SFRA 
trace data. MATLAB’s coding terminal and suite of predefined functions make it an ideal 
interface for large data management and processing. 
Given the adaptive limitations that LPC and PLP have, as discussed in sections Appendix B 
below, it was proposed that a customised variation of MFCC could be used to extract the 
important features of an SFRA trace. Customisations would need to be made in the 
computational process to tailor the analysis for fault detection. Section 2.4.1.3 discussed the 
reasoning behind each step of the MFCC feature extraction process, highlighting specific 
elements that were included for human speech and hearing characteristics; 
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 Sampling/sampling frequency, 
 Pre-emphasis, 
 Windowing, 
 Logarithm Function application, 
 Mel-scale filter wrapping. 
Proposed adaptations of each for improved SFRA feature extraction are detailed in sections 
4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 below. 
4.1.1 Sampling 
Most SFRA software interfaces provide output data in the frequency domain as discussed in 
section 2.2.1 above. Sampling of an SFRA spectrum is therefore not required given the process 
of sampling is used for discretising data in the time domain (introduced in section 2.4.1 above). 
4.1.2 Pre-emphasis 
Pre-emphasis of an SFRA spectrum is not required as correct data acquisition process, proposed 
in section 2.2.1, captures enough spectral information for analysis purposes. 
4.1.3 Windowing 
Section 2.3 introduces the concept of SFRA frequency range addressing to physical components 
within a transformers construction. Faults affecting specific components of the transformers 
construction (such as axial windings displacement, discussed in section 2.3.1.2 and presented in 
section 3.3 above), could be isolated through windowing of the transformers SFRA trace. A 
windowed SFRA trace would provide higher resolution feature extraction for fault detection 
purposes. The results from axial windings displacement simulations presented in section 3.3 
above show the greatest fault variation at the resonant peaks between 10kHz and 200kHz. For 
this reason, while allowing for some level of tolerance for different transformer designs, the 
SFRA trace window was proposed to start at 5 kHz and finish at 200 kHz. 
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4.1.4 Logarithm function 
The purpose of applying a logarithm function to the filtered spectrum as discussed in section 
2.4.1.3 above is to compensate for noise in the input signal and provide some level of 
smoothing. It turns out that smoothing of input magnitude variation is an undesirable effect for 
SFRA spectrum analysis. Section 2.3.1 above provides examples of comparative transformer 
SFRA fault response traces, introducing the idea that changes in spectrum magnitude can be 
indicative of a fault. Results from section 3.3 above solidify the concept that an axial windings 
displacement fault will change the transformers SFRA resonant peak magnitudes along with 
frequency location. Discussions from section 2.4.1.3 above introduce the idea that the resulting 
coefficients from the application of an IDCT are uncorrelated when the input has had a log 
function applied prior. Uncorrelated coefficients are required analysis and distillation of the 
spectrum data to encapsulate the important trace information. 
Due to contradicting the arguments defined in the paragraph above, it was proposed that as an 
initial test phase, the logarithm function be included in the feature extraction process to maintain 
flexibility and robustness. If the resultant distilled data vectors were seen to have little deviation 
in magnitude between input fault test samples, the logarithm function was proposed to be 
removed. 
4.1.5 Mel-scale filter application 
As introduced in section 2.4.1.3 above, Mel scale filter allocation is used to interoperate an 
input speech signal in a similar way to human hearing. Most SFRA testers acquire data in a 
logarithmic fashion with a higher data resolution at lower frequencies [17]. High frequency 
information would be lost using Mel scale filtering given its logarithmic nature (above 1 kHz), 
essentially resulting in ‘double log’ filtering of the spectral information. The idea of customised 
filter placement for feature extraction of any given spectrum, was however, proposed to be 
substitutionally implemented for fault identification. 
Results from the practical fault simulation presented in section 3.3 of this report identified that 
the most prominent deviation on the SFRA trace occurred at select resonant peaks. Based on the 
known points of greater deviation, a suitable filter placement convention to focus on the 
respective resonant peaks was proposed. The filter placement convention used would need to be 
adaptable for all earthing transformers given the expected SFRA trace variances, discussed in 
section 2.2.1 and presented in Figure 3.. 
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Enabling the placement of filters to be adaptable for variances between earthing transformer 
SFRA traces requires the transient identification of resonant peaks in any given dataset. As 
discussed in section 2.2 above, most SFRA traces have many resonant points along the 
frequency axis at different frequency locations. The inclusion of resonant points that do not 
contain useful information for the detection of a fault in an SFRA transformer trace is not 
desirable. Zero-point derivative location methods for detecting relative minima and maxima 
along a given trace would be susceptible misalignment due to noise. Filtering could be applied 
with discretion to smooth noisy SFRA signals, however, doing do would risk removing useful 
points of information. Due to the risk of removing useful trace information, selection of an 
appropriate filter algorithm was seen to be very difficult for various transformer SFRA trace 
applications. 
Section 2.2 above, introduced the relationship between phase angle and the location of resonant 
peaks in the corresponding magnitude plot of an SFRA trace. The dramatic phase change that 
occurs around magnitude peak locations was proposed to be exploited for a filter placement 
convention. Figure 4.1 below is plot of data attained in section 3.3.1 above (fully assembled 
benchmark test iteration), with the addition of resonance point comparison lines. Figure 4.1 
provides a direct comparison for the test subjects open circuit magnitude trace response and 
phase trace response, mapped on a data-point axis, confirming the proposed interrelationship. 
 
Figure 4.1 – ‘A phase’ benchmark SFRA open circuit transformer response using MATLAB to 
plot raw data for comparison. Raw data attained from testing method, defined in section 3.2.2.1 
above. 
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The use of a sweeping two-line window function across an SFRA trace while an algorithm 
looks for a predefined phase magnitude difference was proposed as first step of the filter 
placement convention. A function of this nature would be easily tune-able for optimisation of 
the filter placement convention for application flexibility, sensitivity and robustness. 
4.1.6 Additional points of consideration 
The application of filters in the MFCC process, defined by section 2.4.1.3 above, occurs at the 
step before a logarithm function is applied to the spectrum. For this reason, it was proposed that 
the SFRA input be subjected to exponentiation of the log spectrum data. From this point, it 
would be possible to apply the predefined (by location) filter bank to the dataset before re-
applying the logarithm function as per the MFCC process. 
Finally, an Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT) would need to be applied to convert the 
filtered log-spectrum data into cepstrum vectors on a pseudo-frequency axis. 
Once the spectrum data has been distilled down to a simple vector representation on the pseudo-
frequency axis, analysis of the results would be required. Results analysis would need to include 
a comparison of the transformers baseline SFRA cepstrum coefficients with the equivalent axial 
windings displacement fault simulation SFRA cepstrum coefficients. A comparison of this 
nature would identify the pseudo-frequency ‘bins’ that show the greatest deviation, unique to 
the simulated axial winding displacement fault. The magnitude of the two frequency bins that 
show the greatest deviation between baseline and fault simulation data, were proposed to be 
plotted against each other on separate axis. The resultant would therefore be a single point on a 
two-dimensional plot, encoding the important SFRA trace data for the detection of an axial 
windings displacement fault.  
To check that this data distillation method is effective for fault identification, comparison of the 
baseline and fault simulation processed SFRA data was proposed. Subsequently, it was 
proposed that all Australian power utility supplied Earthing transformer SFRA trace data be 






MathWorks’ MATLAB was used for the implementation of the proposed SFRA analysis tool. 
MATLAB’s interface enabled the creation of an algorithm that automatically sorts, analyses and 
process raw csv converted SFRA trace data from Doble’s SFRA 5.3 software. A high level 
representation of the method chosen to create the automated SFRA analysis tool for fault 
identification in earthing transformers can be seen graphically in Figure 4.2 below (based on 
discussions from section 4.1 above). 
 
Figure 4.2 – High level breakdown of the computational steps taken in the creation of an 
automated SFRA analysis tool for assisted fault detection. 
Each step in Figure 4.2 has been defined as a sub-section of this chapter. Each sub-section 
elaborates on the relevant steps taken in the creation of the automated SFRA analysis tool for 
assisted fault detection. The full code used for each section is available on request from the 
author. 
4.2.1 SFRA Trace data input 
The first step was to develop code that can request that the user select a folder path that contains 
the data that needed to be analyzed in a simple, robust and intuitive way.  MATLAB’s ‘uigetdir’ 
function was used as a part of a script named ‘load_datam’ to request a user path file location 
that contained all the respective .csv SFRA files to be analyzed. The code for this component 
was designed to store the script folder path and returns the user once the data had been 
imported. Figure 4.3 below is a snipping of the ‘load_datam’ script once executed, requesting a 
file path containing the .csv formatted SFRA data to be analyzed. 
Careful consideration was given to the code’s input data management to ensure that intuitive 
application did not compromise stability. If the user selects a folder that does not contain valid 
.csv format files, an error message will appear indicating that “only files of a .csv format can be 























Figure 4.3 – Snipping of MATLAB interface after excitation of data load script. Popup window 
requests the user to locate the file that contains only the SFRA csv files required for analysis. 
Figure 4.4 below is an interface snipping example of the output text once a valid folder path has 
been selected. The code was designed to restate the folder path selected to provide visual 
confirmation to the user of the path selected and indication that the task had correctly executed. 
After execution, the code was designed to return the MATLAB user to the original folder path 
that contained the ‘load_datam’ script for the next step of the analysis process. 
 





4.2.2 Data sorting 
Once the folder path has been selected, ‘load_datam’ automatically detects the number of .csv 
file, contained within the folder and initialises the matrices ‘data_freq’, ‘data_phase’, 
‘data_mag’ and ‘nameplates’ for the respective number of entries. ‘load_datam’ was then 
designed to sweep through every relevant column of the Doble SFRA 5.3 converted .csv data 
within the containing folder and import all data into the respective matrices. An example 
snipping of some imported data (separated and formatted into the respective matrices) can be 
found in Figure 4.5 below. 
 
Figure 4.5 – Snipping example of the data once imported and sorted into the respective 
initialised matrices. 
The next step in sorting entry data was to create a way of filtering out specific SFRA lead 
configuration results for comparison purposes, introduced in section 2.2.2 above. Allowance 
was made for several different naming conventions of the bushing lead connections to 
compensate for the SFRA 5.3 software’s user input requirements [17]. A sample of the code 
used to make the appropriate allowances for six different naming conventions has been included 
in Figure 6.86 of Appendix E below. 
Figure 4.6 below is a snipping of the command window and ‘SearchResults’ Matrix output from 
running the ‘confind’ script. In this example, the ‘confind’ script has been asked to look for any 
SFRA traces amongst the input data that have the ‘Red’ test set lead connected to ‘A’ phase and 
the ‘Black’ test set lead connected to the transformers ‘N’. The ‘SearchResults” cell matrix 
stores the corresponding row number of any nameplate column that contains the specified lead 
configuration for automated analysis of comparable data. 
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Figure 4.6 – Snipping of the test set connection configuration search script 
Once the scripts introduced above were completed and iteratively tested using a multitude of 
different data entry configurations, the next step was computational data processing.  
4.2.3 Reverse Logarithm 
The first stage of the computational data processing phase was to apply an inverse logarithm to 
all data points in the respective ‘SearchResults’ filtered data sets. The justification behind 
performing this operation was discussed in section 4.1.6 above. The function applied was as per 
Equation 4.1 below: 
Equation 4.1 – Inverse logarithm function applied to all the SFRA magnitude data points 
under analysis  
 
𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝐹𝑅𝐴 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 XInvLogMag = 10
(






𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒:   𝑋𝐼𝑛𝑣𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑀𝑎𝑔 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑎𝑡a 
 
Equation 4.1 essentially provides the direct ratio of the output voltage over input voltage, 
measured by the SFRA tester for the pre-operation of windowing and filter placement. 
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4.2.4 Windowing & Filter placement 
Windowing of the raw SFRA data, discussed in section 4.1.3 above, was used to isolate the 
frequency region of the trace that had the greatest deviation from fault simulations. To 
encapsulate the most prominent points of interest for fault diagnosis, ‘f_min’ was defined to be 
equal to magnitude plot data point 600 and ‘f_max’ was defined as data point 875 (15.140kHz 
to 317.103kHz respectively). Defined data window constraints enabled more relevant filter 
placement along the ratio data plot. 
The filter placement step involved a few separable sub routines of code that have been partially 
included as snipping’s in section E.1.1 of Appendix E below. The first subroutine is an extract 
of code, to create a sweeping function across the windowed SFRA phase data, presented as 
Figure 6.87. Section 4.1.5 above introduced the relationship between resonant points of the 
magnitude plot and sharp changes in the corresponding SFRA phase angle. To exploit this 
relationship, a sweeping gradient difference function was used to locate points along the given 
phase trace with pre-set values that could be adjusted for refinement. 
The code in Figure 6.87 stores a single row matrix of values (Referred to as a ‘double’ in 
MATLAB) in the variable ‘Z1’ to be used for filter placement. All entries of Z1 were increased 
by a value of 0.01 to raise all data points off the 0 axis. This has been done to distribute some of 
the area under the curve for the next sub-routine of the filter placement script. 
 
Figure 4.7 – Three tier plot of a sample earthing transformers SFRA Magnitude and Phase 
traces along with the filter addressing alignment trace, all mapped on the same x axis for 
comparison. 
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The bottom graph of Figure 4.7 has been automatically generated from script processing of the 
SFTA phase response, seen in the middle graph. The top graph is the corresponding magnitude 
plot to the middle plot phase data on a common data-point axis. This plot format was used for 
iterative tuning of the first stage filter placement script. The main aim of the tuning process was 
to ensure that the filters were placed at the appropriate locations for the intended resonant peaks 
of interest. By fine tuning the sweeping window function size and sensitivity variables, the plot 
at the bottom of Figure 4.7 was achieved as a first refinement step. 
 
Figure 4.8 - Filter addressing alignment trace, normalised to the axis of a zoomed fault 
simulation open circuit ‘A phase’ SFRA test results (Settings -> ‘inc’=4, ‘Delta’=10). 
The second refinement stage involved applying global window constraints (samples 600 - 900) 
to the fault magnitude plot data, followed by further refining of the filter placement variables. 
Figure 4.8 above is an example of the zoomed filter alignment trace used for refining of the 
filter placement script variables further. Code was adapted to superimpose the filter placement 
plot over the top of the fault magnitude plot to facilitate easier visual alignment. Once the 
variables were fixed, the next stage was to create a way of using the resultant filter alignment 
trace to create an array that defines values along the x axis that the filters will be centred on. 
The next step in creating the filter placement script was to determine the area under the new 
filter location plot that was generated in the previous step. Figure 6.88 of Appendix E below is 
the corresponding code extract that exploits MATLAB’s ‘trapz’ function to estimate the area 
under the curve. The area under the curve is required to be used as a devisable ‘total’ by the 
respective number of filters (pre-set to 15) for the creation of a new variable, ‘a_space’ 
(summed area between filters).  
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Figure 6.89 of Appendix E provides a sub routine that was designed to output the array that 
containing values along the x axis that the filters will be centred on. This sub routine code 
sweeps across the ‘Z1’ dataset, summing each value with the previous loop iteration, stored in 
the variable ‘Q1’ until the pre-defined constraint ‘a_space’ is less than ‘Q1’. With each inner 
loop, the temporary variable ‘i’ increases by a value of 1, where ‘i’ indicates the data point 
along the c axis of the SFRA trace that the ‘Z1(i)’ value is referring to. The corresponding 
phase-plot data-point is then stored in a pre-initialised matrix ‘E1’ before the inner loop 
finishes. Each time the inner ‘for loop’ is satisfied, the temporary variable ‘a’ takes on the 
‘E1(b)’ value to allow the continuation of the sweep from that point. The temporary variable ‘b’ 
also increases by a value of 1 each loop as this defines the cell in ‘E1’ that the next data point 
number ‘i’ will be stored into. 
Once the complete row vector ‘E1’ was attained, the code was tested by successfully processing 
a random selection of 20 of the Australian power utility supplied SFRA earthing transformer 
datasets. No anomalies or errors were found from the testing process. 
The next step was to create a function that can generate hamming filter windows, wrapped to 
various x axis scales as introduced in section 2.4.1.3 above. The function utilised to create the 
continuous filter windows has been defined in Equation 4.2 below and was named 
‘hummfbank.m’ for MATLAB scrip execution. 
Equation 4.2 – The hamming window function [26] 
 
𝐻1[𝑛] = {  











𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒:   𝐻1 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 arbitrary 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 
                  𝐿 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 ℎ𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤 
 
The filters created using the Equation 4.2 were then wrapped to a Mel-scale axis and then 
subsequently a linear scale axis to prove that the function was working correctly. Figure 6.90 of 
Appendix E below is a plot of the resultant Mel-scale filter bank, consisting of 15 Hamming 
filters spaced with unit area normalisation. The applied function required normalisation of the 
filter unit area because it ensures that the data captured reflects an even sampling method and is 
more sensitive to data around an area of concentrated filter placement. For this test iteration of 
the hamming function code, all filters were found to be spaced correctly.  
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Figure 6.91 of Appendix E below provides a sample of the test iteration for linear scale 
wrapping of the hamming window function. In this case, the filter bank consisted of 15 
hamming filters spaced evenly between window constraints of data points 500 to 750 along the 
x axis. Once again, a variety of different parameters were tested to ensure that the code was 
stable for the application and adaptation purposes. 
Parameter testing confirmed that the maximum number of filters that can be used is 30 before 
the script provides an error message. The filter limitation is because of the initialisation method 
used for some variables within the code. Background presented in section 2.4 above supported 
the decision to initialise variables for a maximum of 30 filters to avoid results distortion.  
The filter placement script was then adapted to enable the values of row vector ‘E1’ to define 
each filter centre points along the x axis. Figure 4.9 below is a comparative plot of a sample 
SFRA magnitude trace along with the corresponding filter bank that resulted from processing 
the samples phase trace data using the filter placement scripts. In this case, the clusters of 
hamming filters align well with the SFRA magnitude trace resonance points of known fault 
deviation. A larger sample plot of a resonant point focused, windowed filter bank has been 
included in Appendix E as Figure 6.92 below. 
 
Figure 4.9 – Comparative plot of a sample SFRA magnitude trace along with the resulting filter 
bank from processing of the SFRA phase trace data using the filter placement script discussed 
above. The Filter bank includes 30 filters, all normalised with the same unit area. 
A random sample of 20 SFRA trace results from The Australian power utility’s earthing 
transformer dataset were processed in the same way as Figure 4.9. Each output filter bank was 
compared with the equivalent SFRA magnitude trace as a qualitative matrix for success, 
concluding that the filter placement script worked well for filter alignment with resonant peaks. 
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Application of the filter placement script required a simple multiplication between each point of 
each filter and the inverse-log, SFRA magnitude spectrum data as seen in Equation 4.3 below. 
Equation 4.3 – Equation used to apply the filter bank H1 to the inverse Log spectrum data 
 
 
Filtered log  𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑎t𝑎 𝐻2 = [𝐻1] .∗ [𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑔] 
 
(4.3) 
𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒:   H2 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 arbitrary 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 
                  𝐻1 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟i𝑥 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 ℎ 
′ 𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑘. 𝑚′𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑣𝑒 
                  𝑋𝐼𝑛𝑣𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑀𝑎𝑔 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒 𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑎𝑡a from section 4.2.3 above 
 
4.2.5 Logarithm Function 
The next step of the development process was to code in the re-application of the logarithm 
function to the filtered spectrum data. MATLAB’s ‘LOG’ function was used to perform the task 
as per Equation 4.4 below. 
Equation 4.4 – Mathematical expression for the operation used to re-apply a logarithm 
function. 
𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝐻3 = 20𝐿𝑂𝐺(𝐻2) 
𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒:   𝐻3 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 arbitrary 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 log  𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 
                  𝐻2 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
  
Once the logarithm function had been applied, the next step of the modified MFCC process was 
the convert the spectrum data into a cepstrum on a pseudo-frequency axis. 
4.2.6 IDCT 
Conversion of the log spectrum data into cepstrum coefficients on a pseudo-frequency axis, 
discussed in section 2.4.1.3 was achieved by applying an Inverse Cosine transform to the data. 
MATLAB’s ‘idct’ function made this operation simple, converting all log filtered spectrum 
values into cepstrum coefficients. 
Additional coding was then applied to automatically output the test subject SFRA magnitude 
plot, filter bank and cepstrum coefficients in one ‘figure’ as seen in Figure 4.10 below. Figure 
4.10 provides a snipping of the output interface resulting from running the ‘filtceps’ script for a 
random sample SFRA trace dataset with the following settings: 
 SFRA test set red lead connected to the earthing transformer's ‘A’ phase bushing, 
 SFRA test set black lead connected to the earthing transformers ‘N’ bushing, 
 Windowing of data points 500 to 875 
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 15 hamming window filters 
 
Figure 4.10 – Sample snipping of MATLAB’s command window and workspace with the 
‘filtceps’ script output figure and ‘compare’ matrix displayed in the foreground.  
The ‘compare’ matrix, also seen in Figure 4.10 stores all the resultant cepstrum coefficients 
from the ‘filtceps’ script for comparative plotting purposes. 
4.3 Cepstrum Coefficients 
The next step of the process was to compare the resultant cepstrum coefficients from baseline 
and fault simulated SFRA results presented in section 3.3 above of this report. It was found that 
the magnitude of the cepstrum coefficients for the 45% and 90% axial windings displacement 
fault cases deviated in specific ‘filter bins’ from the baseline magnitude cepstrum coefficients. 
To test the effect that changing the number of filters had on the resulting cepstrum coefficients, 
a series of test iterations were conducted. Test iterations spanned from 10 to 30 hamming filters 
(10:5:30 in 5 filter increments) contained within the filter bank with a frequency window 
spanning from 15.140 kHz to 240.494 kHz (data points 600 to 850). 
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The next phase of testing involved shifting the ‘frequency window’ to a lower frequency region 
of 5.009 kHz to 79.564 kHz (data points 500 to 750) to assess if this affected the cepstrum 
coefficient magnitude and addressing. Figure 3.19 of section 3.4 above, reinforced the various 
earthing transformer SFRA trace responses that can be expected, with the greatest deviation 
being along the frequency axis. Shifting the frequency window, tests to see if the same filter 
bank magnitudes will deviate when processing the fault simulation data. 
















10 15 20 25 30 
500-750 
5kHz – 79kHz 
10 15 20 25 30 
 
For both the 15.140 kHz to 240.494 kHz window and the 15.140 kHz to 240.494 kHz window 
test iterations, filter bins 2 and 3 were found to consistently have the greatest deviation. The 
results from all of the respective test iterations outlined in Table 4 above can be found in section 
E.1.3 of Appendix E with an example coefficient comparison plot shown below in Figure 4.11. 
 
Figure 4.11 - Comparison plot of the cepstrum coefficients resulting from processing baseline, 
45% and 90% fault simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in section 4.2 
above. Settings -> ‘f_min’=500 (5.009 kHz), ‘f_max’=750 (79.564 kHz), ‘M’=15 
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Discussions in section 2.4.1.3 introduced the concept that each subsequent cepstrum coefficient 
represents a higher frequency order component of the spectrum under analysis. This theory was 
supported by the results from iterative testing discussed in the paragraphs above. The iterative 
input data results from section 3.3.5 show spectral deviance of a low order oscillating frequency 
nature, resulting in deviation, consistently addressed to the lower number frequency bins. 
The test iteration from Figure 4.11 was qualitatively found to have the consistent cepstrum 
coefficient deviation and quantitatively one of the largest magnitude deviation results for 
windows 2 and 3. For these reasons, standardization on the code’s refine-able parameters were 
solidified for further testing as defined in Table 5 below. 
Table 5 – Analysis script code refinable parameters 
‘Delta’ Required 
difference between 
front and rear sweeping 
window 
‘inc’ Sweeping phase 
trace window size 
(x axis) 
‘M’ Number of filters ‘f_min – f_max’ 
Frequency window in 
terms of data points 
10 4 15 500 - 750 
 
4.4 2D Plotting Results and Discussion 
Discussions from section 2.4.1.3 introduced the idea that for speech recognition, most of the 
useful spectral content can be found within a select number of filter bins. Cepstrum coefficient 
comparison results, discussed in section 4.3 above agreed with the concept that particular filter 
bins contain the ‘important’ spectral information for detecting faults. 
In an effort to satisfy the “Simple output display” and “Meaningful output to assist with fault 
diagnosis” design criteria defined at the start of Chapter 4, 2D plotting was proposed. The 
proposed 2D plot was designed to incorporate only the filter bins that were the most critical for 
fault detection while plotting the magnitude of each on the x and y axis respectively. Filter bins 
2 and 3 of the 15 cepstrum coefficients were selected as a result of justifications presented in 
section 4.3 above. 
From this point, a script was written to automate the two-dimensional plotting of the filter bin 2 
and 3 cepstrum coefficients against each other. The script code was designed to automatically 
plot each SFRA trace within the selected folder (with the pre-specified test set lead connection 
configuration). An example 2D plot of the resultant cepstrum coefficients has been provided in 
Figure 4.12 below. In the case of Figure 4.12, the ‘A’ to ‘N’, Baseline, 45% and 90% axial 
windings displacement SFRA data from section 3.3 of the report has been processed and plotted 




Figure 4.12 – A sample two dimensional plot of the resultant cepstrum coefficients from filter bin 
2 providing a y axis value while the corresponding cepstrum coefficients from filter bin 3 in each 
case provides the x axis value. Cases processed using baseline, 45% and 90% SFRA data 
from section 3.3 above. Filter bank used to calculate each value is based on the baseline case 
only, using dynamic filter placement presented in section 4.2 above. 
It is clear to see that each coefficient comparison point deviates substantially as a result of the 
simulated windings axial displacement fault. It is interesting to note that in this case, the 
displacement magnitude and direction appear to be somewhat proportional to the severity of the 
simulated fault. An index of the different comparison plots that were used as a matrix to 
measure success of the analysis tool can be found in Table 6 below. 
Table 6 – Index for the 2D comparison plot test iterations 
Test Description Test set 
lead connections 
Reference plot 
1. Simulated SFRA fault data A-N Figure 6.103 
2. Simulated SFRA fault data and APU full data A-N Figure 6.104 
3. Simulated SFRA fault data B-N Figure 6.105 
4. Simulated SFRA fault data and APU full data B-N Figure 6.106 
5. Simulated SFRA fault data C-N Figure 6.107 
6. Simulated SFRA fault data and APU full data C-N Figure 6.108 
7. APU Data A-B Figure 6.109 
8. APU Data B-C Figure 6.110 
9. APU Data C-A Figure 6.111 
 
Baseline 
40% Axial Windings 
Displacement 




Figure 4.13 – Data points from Figure 4.12 plotted with the fully assembled test subject OC 
baseline  and all of the available APU earthing transformer A-N phase connection SFRA trace 
data in the distilled, single point, filter bin 2 and 3 representation. All APU data generated using 
dynamic filter placement presented in section 4.2 above. 
 
Figure 4.13 has been used to compare all of the distilled APU earthing transformer data against 
the test subject of this report. The purpose of this comparison is to determine if a cluster 
relationship exists between the transformers. It was hypothesised that if clustering existed 
between all distilled earthing transformer data, it may be possible to determine if a transformer 
is showing symptoms of a fault if the data-point were to shift away from the cluster. 
It is clear to see that some clustering exists between different transformers as highlighted and 
numbered in Figure 2.1. Table 7 below outlines the main characteristics of each transformer 
within each of the numbered clusters to determine if any trends exist. The Doble SFRA 5.3 
software requires the operator to populate the transformers nameplate data manually. As a 
result, some data entries were missing for the corresponding SFRA traces analysed.  
The transformer characteristics defined in Table 7 were those described in section 2.2 above to 
have the greatest impact on a transformer’s SFRA output trace. Once again, a lack of user 
defined information made current rating addressing impossible with the dataset provided. 
Comparison of the transformer’s year of manufacture could also be advantageous for cluster 
identification, however, due to confidentiality requirements; specific year grouping has been 
omitted from this report. 
90% axial windings displacement 








Fully assembled Baseline 
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It can be noted that the author observed that the transformer’s year of manufacture affected the 
relative position of the respective data point within the cluster, although, the difference observed 
was far less than the clustering effects seen from manufacturer and voltage ratings. Variations in 
current rating could have a substantial effect of the relative single point position of each 
transformer. This could assist in explaining why some of the know manufacturer ‘Type B’ 
transformers of the same voltage rating are split between different clusters seen in Table 7. An 
example of this can be seen in a comparison between ‘cluster 2’ and ‘cluster 3’ of Figure 4.13 
above. 




1 2 3 4 5 6 
Manufacturer 
2 x Type A 
4 x Type B 
6 x Type A 
9 x Type B 
2 x Type B 5 x Type B 2 x Type B 1 x Type C 
Voltage 
Rating 
1 x 11kV 
3 x 22kV 
2 x 
unknown 
10 x 22kV 
5 x 
Unknown 





1 x 22kV 
 
It is interesting to note that the test subject’s atypical SFRA response, seen in Figure 3.19 of 
section 3.4 above, has been carried through to the distilled coefficient data point seen in Figure 
4.13. This is an important characteristic as it proves (for the test subject) that even characteristic 
spectral differences (between compared earthing transformers) have been retained throughout 
the data distillation process. 
Fortunately, earthing transformers used in distribution systems are often larger in both rating 
and physical size, proven from APUs sample data. Consequently, it is very likely that the 
concepts and results discussed throughout this report could become characteristically more 
prominent for larger transformers. 
Results from comparisons, analysing the A-N connections only, were deemed adequate for 
explanation of the underlying relationships between the data. Results attained from the other test 





Chapter 5 Conclusion 
Throughout this report, the importance of earthing transformers for the power and distribution 
industry has been highlighted. The basic concepts of SFRA testing have been outlined and 
presented as being fundamentally important to conditional monitoring of Zn wound earthing 
transformers. 
The type of fault that a Zn wound earthing transformers is most susceptible to was found to be 
an axial displacement between the inner and outer windings. Practical simulation of an axial 
windings displacement fault proved that (for the test subject), it was possible to detect and 
isolate changes in the transformers SFRA spectrum as a result. The resultant changes were 
presented in full for all test iterations to aid with communal understanding of a Zn wound 
earthing transformers SFRA characteristics. 
A tool was developed with the intention of assisting the user to decide if an earthing transformer 
needs to be serviced, refurbished or replaced. Preliminary tests of the tool proved that positive 
fault identification was possible for the test subject. An adapted feature extraction technique, 
common to human speech recognition and known as MFCC, formed the foundation for the 
assistive decision making tool. Adaptions were based on fault simulation results to make the 
process sensitive to fault identification. 
Script created for the assistive decision making tool automatically managed the imported data 
from a familiar browser interface. The corresponding interface script allowed the entry of as 
many SFRA .csv datasets as desired. User input requirements were minimised to simplify the 
process and reduce the analysis application time. Each step of the code development process 
isolated variables that could be used to refine the respective computational iteration for future 
adaptations. The resultant output, per transformer, was shown to be a single point on a two-
dimensional plot, encapsulating the important spectral information to fault identification. 
The simple, single point representation of the transformers spectral shape showed notable 
deviation as a result of fault simulation comparisons. Notable deviation confirmed that the 
simple output provided a meaningful representation of trace data for fault identification 
analysis. 
Providing power utilities with the ability to confidently detect developing faults, prior to 
catastrophic failure of an earthing transformer and subsequently the primary power transformer 
holds great value. Value can be seen not only in monetary form but also in grid stability and 
improved safety. Although future testing and development is required, the main project goal to 




Chapter 6 Future Work 
The results attained throughout this project were based on a select Zn wound earthing 
transformer and as such, further analysis would be required. A future project goal could be to 
develop a large sample of earthing transformer SFRA results for identification and analysis 
purposes; however, this would likely require industry cooperation. 
It would be advantageous if specific Earthing transformer failure case studies were available to 
solidify conceptual understanding of the most common failure mode. As a future consideration, 
a survey of known Zn wound earthing transformer failure cases could be conducted. 
Chapter 3 presented the method used during this thesis project to simulate an axial windings 
displacement fault on the test subject earthing transformer. Given that the testing conducted was 
non-destructive, it may be possible to convince suppliers to temporarily donate Zn wound 
earthing transformers for fault simulation analysis. Further fault simulation analysis using a 
common methodology would assist to further validate the results discussed throughout this 
report. 
Adaptations to the method presented in Chapter 3 could further investigate the apparent 
proportional relationship between the SFRA trace and the magnitude of axial windings 
displacement. The author suggests conducting fault simulations with a greater number of test 
iterations. 
From a data analysis standpoint, it would be well worth investigating the performance of 
another feature extraction method such as LPC (presented in Appendix B below) against the 
adapted MFCC process. Implementation of the LPC was found to be more difficult than MFCC, 
however, for speech recognition LPC has been found to be one of the most powerful feature 
extraction techniques [29]. 
Optimisation of select variables for the given test subjects SFRA fault deviation results were 
used when creating the assistive analysis tool presented in Chapter 4 above. Given a sample of 
different transformers having faults simulated in a similar manor, as suggested in the paragraphs 
above, variables could require refinement to make the tool more versatile and robust. 
Another possible area for future work would be to develop a spectral filter to remove the high 
frequency component of an SFRA trace where unavoidable noise is present. The feature 
extraction process could be utilised to separate the respective high frequency components in the 
persuado-frequency domain. This would serve to make the assistive analysis tool discussed in 
Chapter 4 more robust for high distortion applications where unavoidable interference is 
prevalent. 
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The analysis of a greater sample of earthing transformer SFRA trace results could aid to develop 
a classifier by transformer manufacturer and rating for type based comparisons. The single point 
representation of each transformer makes cluster identification easy when mapped on the same 
plot; however, a greater number of samples are required to solidify the validity of this type of 
analysis. As an extension, it may be possible to develop a repository of reference transformer 
fault cases for automated identification purposes. Such a system could be based on pre-existing 
‘phone’ identification systems, typically used for automated speech processing [28]. 
The concept of transformer clarification could potentially be opened to use on all transformer 
types through further research, testing and development. The tool presented in Chapter 4 was 
specifically designed for assistive fault detection in Zn Earthing transformers. An adapted 
assistive decision making tool could theoretically, make fault detection in any type of 
transformer achievable. The author suggests that the best approach for this would likely be 
software that has customised variables for each type of transformer that is under analysis. 
Limitations of sister transformer comparisons by direct spectrum analysis as discussed in 
section 2.2.2.2 above could become less subjective and prone to miss-diagnosis with a larger 
data sample. Clustering of transformer by type in a single point representation as seen in section 
4.4 above provides comparisons with tolerance to manufacturer inconsistencies. For this reason, 
further research is the area of clustering analysis is required to prove if this type of comparison 
can be used for real world decision making.
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Appendix A Other Researched 
Transformer Failure Modes 
A.1 Core Defects 
For earthing transformers, Core defects are seldom an issue given correct design and 
manufacturing process. IEEE’s standard C57.149, section 6.5.3 outlines most common core 
defects seen in oil filled transformers. 
A.2 Contact resistance 
Contact resistance failure within a transformer is an inherent issue with poor manufacturing 
process and quality control. Although SFRA is also capable of detecting faults of this variety, 
live transformer infrared heat camera tests and windings resistance tests are more often used for 
diagnosis. The effect of high contact resistance on a transformers SFRA is specifically 
presented in Ryder’s 2003 conference paper for a multitude of different resistance test iterations 
[9]. Ryder’s results support and extrapolate theory presented in section 2.2 of this report 
suggesting that a large enough resistance will shift the SFRA to a larger magnitude basis. For 
this reason, contact resistance faults will not be investigated further for earthing transformers in 
this report. 
A.3 Winding Turn-to-Turn Short Circuit 
Due to the robust nature of the windings construction as discussed above in section 2.3.1.1, turn 
to turn short circuit failures were found to be rare amongst earthing transformers. The voltage 
potential across an earthing transformers windings’ is seldom greater than the transformers 
basic impulse level (BIL) rating resulting in relatively unstressed insulation. 
A.4 Open Circuited Winding 
Other tests such as transformer ratio and windings resistance tests are more commonly used to 
detect open circuit windings faults. Given limited background information on the trace data 
supplied, typical open circuit windings responses as detailed in section 6.5.7 of IEEE’s Standard 
C57.14, were used for data analytics in the sections below. 
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A.5 Winding Looseness due to Transportation 
As with many smaller transformers, earthing transformers seldom suffer from windings 
looseness as a result of transportation. The respective windings and interconnection leads do not 
weigh much resulting in strong support, bracing and clamping insulation that seldom moves 
from transport. Once again, the lack of inter-winding layer oil ports allows for simple robust 
construction. 
A.6 Residual Magnetization 
Residual magnetism affects SFRA trace results as displayed graphically in section 6.5.9 of 
IEEE’s Standard C57.14, however, is not a ‘failure mode’ for earthing transformers. 
A.7 Floating Shield 
Earthing transformers do not require an inter-winding shield given by design; they have only a 





Appendix B Other Researched Feature 
Extraction Techniques 
B.1 Linear predictive coding analysis (LPC) 
Linear predictive coding analysis (LPC) relies on a large database of predictor coefficients for 
accurate speech analysis. LPC utilises a linear combination of known samples to approximate 
an unknown speech sample. LPC aims to minimise the sum of the square error between the 
approximated model and the unidentified speech sample. The predictor coefficients are often 
Cepstrum values of the original known sample to minimise variation predominantly due to pitch 
and gain [28]. 
B.2 Perceptual linear predictive coefficients (PLP) 
Perceptual linear predictive coefficients (PLP) is a short-term spectrum feature extraction 
technique that exploits the psychophysics of human sound perception. Mathematical transforms 
based on three psychophysics of hearing (Critical-band spectral resolution, equal-loudness curve 
and the Intensity-loudness power law [35]) are used to approximate a model of the speech 
signal. The spectrum is wrapped to a ‘Bark scale’ using an ‘all-pole’ model to smooth the power 
spectrum [28]. Although PLP is a well proven technique, its psychophysics dependency and 
above average implementation complexity makes it difficult to adapt for different applications. 
B.3 Linear-frequency cepstral coefficients (LFCC) 
As the name suggests, Linear-frequency cepstral coefficients (LFCC) is a feature extraction 
technique that only deviates from MFCC at the stage of filter wrapping. Rather than plotting the 
Hamming window filter bank on a Mel-scale axis, the filters are spaced evenly from 133Hz 
through to 6857Hz along the spectrum. Typically, 40 filters are used with a pre-defined 
bandwidth of 164Hz. The main advantage of using LFCC over MFCC is its simplicity yielding 





Appendix C Earthing Transformer Test 
Subject for Fault Simulation 
Appendix A contains the transformer specifications along with some photos and test results, 
prior to modification of the transformer for SFRA fault simulation testing. 
C.1 Transformer specifications 
 
Figure 6.1 – Datasheet for an EPE stock Zig-Zag wound earthing transformer donated for 





Figure 6.2 – Photos of an EPE stock Zig-Zag wound earthing transformer donated for 




C.2 Condition Assessment Method 
C.2.1 Oil dielectric test 
An oil sample was taken from the bottom of the transformer tank for the purpose of testing its 
dielectric strength. The test equipment used was a Foster Megger, OTS/60SX with a 2.5mm 
electrode gap, testing at up to 60kV. 6 tests were taken with a minimum 5-minute break 
between tests while a magnetic stirrer circulated the oil sample after each test for approximately 
30 seconds. The results from all 6 tests were averaged as per the requirements of AS 1767.2.1-
1999 Section 10 [36]. 
Testing of the dielectric strength of the insulating fluid within the transformer was used to 
indicate if the transformer oil had any foreign contaminants present. Foreign contaminants in 
the oil such as water or small semi-conductive particles can contribute to the internal flash-over 
of a transformer winding during or upon energisation. This test was performed to ensure the 
integrity of the insulating fluid within the transformer prior to SFRA testing. 
C.2.2 Dissolved gas analysis (DGA) test 
An Oil sample from the bottom of the transformer tank was also taken for the purpose of testing 
for dissolved fault gasses within the oil. A GE Energy Kelman Transport X was used to analyse 
the sample. The sample was tested for Hydrogen, Carbon Monoxide, Carbon Dioxide, Methane, 
Acetylene, Ethane, Ethylene and Water content. 
Testing of the insulating fluid using a DGA provided an indication of the transformer’s health. 
The DGA results were used to concurrently confirm that no fault had previously occurred 
within the transformer. 
C.2.3 Insulation resistance test 
An insulation resistance test of the fully assembled transformer was conducted using a Fluke 
1550B by injecting HVDC with the connections and potentials detailed in Table 6.1 below. 
Table 6.1 – Insulation resistance test lead connections 
Positive Lead (Red) High Voltage Neutral bushing 
Negative Lead (Black) Transformer Tank (Ground) 




Insulation resistance testing was conducted to ensure that the electrical components of the 
transformer were insulated adequately from the transformers tank at ground potential. 
Separation of the phase and ground potential components was important to ensure that 
conclusive and repeatable SFRA test results could be achieved. 
C.2.4 Windings Resistance test 
A windings resistance test was conducted using a Sivananda, TWRM10A with the test set 
connections and settings seen in Table 6.2 below. The test subject was left for 24 hours with a 
shorting lead connected to all the transformers bushing terminals to the tank earth following the 
windings resistance test. 
Table 6.2 – Windings resistance test lead connections and settings 
Connection A-N B-N C-N 
Injected current 5A 5A 5A 
 
A windings resistance test was conducted on the Earthing transformer to ensure the following: 
 All windings had the same number of turns 
 No resistive connections were present 
 Interconnecting wires were evenly measured and solidly connected 
 No short-circuited turns existed 
 No open-circuited turns existed 
 No resistive connections were present 
The Transformers terminals were shorted to earth following the windings resistance test to 
demagnetise the transformers core, prior to SFRA testing as is recommended by CIGRE’s 
technical brochure 342, section 3.4.7 [15]. 
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Figure 6.3 – Completed transformer test certificate containing the results from windings 
resistance testing, Oil dielectric strength testing and Insulation resistance testing of the earthing 









Appendix D SFRA Test Setup 
Configuration and Full Results 
Appendix B contains photos of the transformer and test lead connections along with 
modifications made to the core/coils/packing insulation subdivided into test iteration sections. 
All of the corresponding SFRA test results have also been subdivided into test iteration topic 
headings below. 
D.1 Fully assembled benchmark testing 
D.1.1 Photos of the test connections for open circuit 
SFRA testing 
 
Figure 6.5 – Open circuit SFRA test set connection  
The figure above shows the red lead of the SFRA tester connected to ‘A phase’, the black lead 
connected to the Neutral bushing and the reference leads connected to the common earth. 
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Figure 6.6 - Open circuit SFRA test set connection  
The figure above shows the red lead of the SFRA tester connected to ‘B phase’, the black lead 
connected to the Neutral bushing and the reference leads connected to the common earth. 
 
Figure 6.7 - Open circuit SFRA test set connection 
The figure above shows the red lead of the SFRA tester connected to ‘C phase’, the black lead 
connected to the Neutral bushing and the reference leads connected to the common earth. 
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D.1.2 SFRA phase comparison results for open circuit 
testing 
 
Figure 6.8 - SFRA phase comparison results for open circuit testing – Fully assembled 
 
The figure above shows the Green line = ‘A phase’, Blue Line = ‘B phase’, Red Line = ‘C 
phase’ 
D.1.3 Photos of the test connections for short circuit 
SFRA testing 
 
Figure 6.9 - Short circuit SFRA test set connection  
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The figure above shows the red lead of the SFRA tester connected to ‘A phase’, the black lead 
connected to the Neutral bushing and shorted to all other phase bushings. Reference leads 
connected to the common earth. 
 
Figure 6.10 - Short circuit SFRA test set connection 
The figure above shows the red lead of the SFRA tester connected to ‘B phase’, the black lead 
connected to the Neutral bushing and shorted to all other phase bushings. Reference leads 
connected to the common earth. 
 
Figure 6.11 - Short circuit SFRA test set connection 
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The figure above shows the red lead of the SFRA tester connected to ‘C phase’, the black lead 
connected to the Neutral bushing and shorted to all other phase bushings. Reference leads 
connected to the common earth. 
D.1.4 SFRA phase comparison results for short circuit 
testing 
 
Figure 6.12 - SFRA phase comparison results for short circuit testing – Fully assembled 
 




D.2 Benchmark plotted against oil removed 
D.2.1 Photos of the transformer’s internals with and 
without oil 
 
Figure 6.13 – Photo of the test earthing transformer internals with the lid removed and full of oil. 
 





D.2.2 SFRA open circuit results for comparisons 
between fully constructed and oil removed 
 
Figure 6.15 - SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Green line = ‘A phase’ before oil removed (Benchmark fully 
assembled) and the Grey Line = ‘A phase’ after oil removed. 
 
Figure 6.16 - SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Green line = ‘B phase’ before oil removed (Benchmark fully 
assembled) and the Grey Line = ‘B phase’ after oil removed. 
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Figure 6.17 - SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Green line = ‘C phase’ before oil removed (Benchmark fully 
assembled) and the Grey Line = ‘C phase’ after oil removed. 
D.2.3 SFRA short circuit results for comparisons 
between fully constructed and oil removed 
 
Figure 6.18 - SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Green line = ‘A phase’ before oil removed (Benchmark fully 





Figure 6.19 - SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Green line = ‘B phase’ before oil removed (Benchmark fully 
assembled) and the Grey Line = ‘B phase’ after oil removed. 
 
Figure 6.20 - SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows Green line = ‘C phase’ before oil removed (Benchmark fully 
assembled) and the Grey Line = ‘C phase’ after oil removed. 
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D.3 Benchmark plotted against un-tanked 
transformer core and coil 
D.3.1 Photos of the un-tanking the transformer core 
and coils 
 
Figure 6.21 - Photo of the test earthing transformers core and coils being removed 
 
Figure 6.22 – North side photo of the test earthing transformers core and coils sitting on top of 





Figure 6.23 – South side photo of the test earthing transformers core and coils sitting on top of 
two large wooden blocks in a metal oil containment tray. 
 
Figure 6.24 – West side photo of the test earthing transformers core and coils sitting on top of 
two large wooden blocks in a metal oil containment tray. 
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Figure 6.25 - East side photo of the test earthing transformers core and coils sitting on top of 
two large wooden blocks in a metal oil containment tray. 
D.3.1.1 Photos of open circuit SFRA testing lead 
connections 
 
Figure 6.26 – Un-tanked (New Benchmark) open circuit SFRA test set connection  
The figure above shows the red lead of the SFRA tester connected to ‘A phase’, the black lead 





Figure 6.27 - Un-tanked (New Benchmark) open circuit SFRA test set connection 
The figure above shows the red lead of the SFRA tester connected to ‘B phase’, the black lead 
connected to the Neutral (Zn) lead and the reference leads connected to the transformers core 
clamping bolts. 
 
Figure 6.28 - Un-tanked (New Benchmark) open circuit SFRA test set connection 
The figure above shows the red lead of the SFRA tester connected to ‘C phase’, the black lead 




D.3.2 Open circuit SFRA results from benchmark 
against un-tanked transformer core and coil 
comparisons 
 
Figure 6.29 - SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Green line = ‘A phase’ before oil removed (Benchmark fully 
assembled) and the Grey Line = ‘A phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark). 
 




The figure above shows the Blue line = ‘B phase’ before oil removed (Benchmark fully 
assembled) and the Red Line = ‘B phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark). 
 
Figure 6.31 - SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows Red line = ‘C phase’ before oil removed (Benchmark fully assembled) 
and the Yellow Line = ‘C phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark). 
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D.3.3 Photos of short circuit SFRA testing lead 
connections 
 
Figure 6.32 – Un-tanked (New Benchmark) short circuit SFRA test set connection 
The figure above shows the red lead of the SFRA tester connected to ‘A phase’, the black lead 
connected to the Neutral (Zn) lead/all other leads and the reference leads connected to the 
transformers core clamping bolts. 
 
Figure 6.33 - Un-tanked (New Benchmark) short circuit SFRA test set connection 
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The figure above shows the red lead of the SFRA tester connected to ‘B phase’, the black lead 
connected to the Neutral (Zn) lead/all other leads and the reference leads connected to the 
transformers core clamping bolts. 
 
Figure 6.34 - Un-tanked (New Benchmark) short circuit SFRA test set connection 
The figure above shows the red lead of the SFRA tester connected to ‘C phase’, the black lead 
connected to the Neutral (Zn) lead/all other leads and the reference leads connected to the 
transformers core clamping bolts. 
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D.3.4 Short circuit SFRA results from benchmark 
against un-tanked transformer core and coil 
comparisons 
 
Figure 6.35 - SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Blue line = ‘A phase’ before oil removed (Benchmark fully 
assembled) and the Grey Line – ‘A phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark). 
 




The figure above shows the Orange line = ‘B phase’ before oil removed (Benchmark fully 
assembled) and the Green Line = ‘B phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark). 
 
Figure 6.37 - SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Brown line = ‘C phase’ before oil removed (Benchmark fully 
assembled) and the Blue Line = ‘C phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark). 
 
D.4 Bulk windings movement 
Table 6.3 – Table of the measured parameters for the transformer, prior to fault 
simulation – All measurements made using a Vernier calliper. 
Top of winding to top of core window 
measurement (mm)  
7.35mm 
Bottom of winding to bottom of core window 
measurement (mm) 
6.59mm 





D.4.1 Photos of removing transformer windings 
supports and chocks 
 
Figure 6.38 – Close photo of the inter-winding insulation packer prior to removal. 
 
 
Figure 6.39 – Un-tanked transformer core and coils 
The figure above shows arrows as indication of the procedure conducted to loosen the core 





Figure 6.40 - Close photo of the inter-winding insulation void after removal. 
 
Figure 6.41 – Inter-winding insulation packer once removed, prior to modification 
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Figure 6.42 – East side windings outer coil packer prior to removal once core clamping structure 
loosened and shifted upwards. 
 
Figure 6.43 - East side windings outer coil packer void after removal. Core clamping structure 




Figure 6.44 - Un-tanked transformer core and coils  
The figure above shows arrows as indication of the procedure conducted to re-align core 
clamping structure once relevant packers removed. 
D.4.2 Photos of bulk windings movement 
 
Figure 6.45 – Close north facing view of the top outer C windings core leg (bulk windings 
movement) – 100% axial shift to the bottom of the core window. 
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Figure 6.46 - Close north facing view of the bottom outer C windings core leg (bulk windings 
movement) – 100% axial shift to the bottom of the core window. 
 
 
Figure 6.47 – Close north-east facing view of the top outer C windings core leg (bulk windings 




Figure 6.48 - Close north-east facing view of the bottom outer C windings core leg (bulk 
windings movement) – 100% axial shift to the bottom of the core window. 
 
D.4.3 Open circuit SFRA results from bulk windings 
movement plotted against un-tanked benchmark 
 
Figure 6.49 - SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Green line = ‘A phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) and 





Figure 6.50 - SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Blue line = ‘B phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) and 
the Red Line = ‘B phase’ after Bulk windings movement 100% to bottom of core window (New 
Benchmark). 
 
Figure 6.51 - SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Red line = ‘C phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) and the 





D.4.4 Short circuit SFRA results from bulk windings 
movement plotted against un-tanked benchmark 
 
Figure 6.52 - SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Blue line = ‘A phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) and 
the Grey Line = ‘A phase’ after Bulk windings movement 100% to bottom of core window 
(New Benchmark). 
 
Figure 6.53 - SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
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The figure above shows the Orange line = ‘B phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) 
and the Green Line = ‘B phase’ after Bulk windings movement 100% to bottom of core window 
(New Benchmark). 
 
Figure 6.54 - SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Brown line = ‘C phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) and 
the Blue Line = ‘C phase’ after Bulk windings movement 100% to bottom of core window 
(New Benchmark). 
D.5 Windings axial separation 
D.5.1 Windings axial spacer specifications 
Table 6.4 – Windings spacer measured specifications 
 45% windings axial 
displacement 
90% windings axial 
displacement 
Length (mm) 24.13mm 24.13mm 
Width (mm) 6.06mm 6.06mm 
Height of outer spacer (mm) 21.27mm 27.49mm 




D.5.2 Photos of windings axial spacers 
 
Figure 6.55 – East facing bottom view of the C windings core leg lifted to 100% top of the core 
window with fabricated inner windings (outer core) spacer in place for 90% bulk windings 
movement test 
 
Figure 6.56 - Fabricated inner windings (inner core) spacer for 90% bulk windings movement 
test (Not in place as vantage point makes a photo un-recognisable) 
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Figure 6.57 - East facing bottom view of the C windings core leg lifted to 100% top of the core 
window with fabricated inner windings (outer core) spacer in place for 45% bulk windings 
movement test 
 
Figure 6.58 - Fabricated inner windings (inner core) spacer (made by splitting 90% spacer in 





D.5.3 Photos of 90% windings axial separation 
 
Figure 6.59 – North-east top view of 90% windings axial displacement test iteration. 
 
The figure above shows the C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 
to C2 winding spaced 90% towards the top of the windings window. 
 
Figure 6.60 - North top view of 90% windings axial displacement test iteration. 
 
The figure above shows the C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 
to C2 winding spaced 90% towards the top of the windings window. 
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Figure 6.61 - East top view of 90% windings axial displacement test iteration. 
 
The figure above shows the C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 
to C2 winding spaced 90% towards the top of the windings window. 
 
Figure 6.62 – North bottom view of 90% windings axial displacement test iteration. 
 
The figure above shows the C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 




Figure 6.63 - East view of 90% windings axial displacement test iteration. 
 
The figure above shows the C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 
to C2 winding spaced 90% towards the top of the windings window. 
D.5.4 SFRA results from 90% windings axial 
displacement plotted against un-tanked (New 
benchmark) 
 
Figure 6.64 - SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
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The figure above shows the Green line = ‘A phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark)and 
the Grey Line = ‘A phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and 
C1 to C2 winding spaced 90% towards the top of the windings window. 
 
Figure 6.65 - SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Blue line = ‘B phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) and 
the Red Line = ‘B phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and 
C1 to C2 winding spaced 90% towards the top of the windings window. 
 




The figure above shows the Red line = ‘C phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) and 
the Yellow Line = ‘C phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window 
and C1 to C2 winding spaced 90% towards the top of the windings window. 
 
Figure 6.67 - SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Blue line = ‘A phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) and 
the Grey Line = ‘A phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and 
C1 to C2 winding spaced 90% towards the top of the windings window. 
 
Figure 6.68 - SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
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The figure above shows Orange line = ‘B phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) and 
the Green Line = ‘B phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and 
C1 to C2 winding spaced 90% towards the top of the windings window. 
 
Figure 6.69 - SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Brown line = ‘C phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) and 
the Blue Line = ‘C phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and 




D.5.5 Photos of 45% windings axial separation 
 
Figure 6.70 - North top view of 45% windings axial displacement test iteration. 
 
The figure above shows the C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 
to C2 winding spaced 45% towards the top of the windings window. 
 
Figure 6.71 - East top view of 45% windings axial displacement test iteration. 
 
The figure above shows the C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 
to C2 winding spaced 45% towards the top of the windings window. 
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Figure 6.72 - North bottom view of 45% windings axial displacement test iteration. 
 
The figure above shows the C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 
to C2 winding spaced 45% towards the top of the windings window. 
 
Figure 6.73 - North view of 45% windings axial displacement test iteration. 
 
The figure above shows the C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 




D.5.6 SFRA results from 45% windings axial 
displacement plotted against un-tanked (New 
benchmark) 
 
Figure 6.74 - SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Green line = ‘A phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) and 
the Red Line = ‘A phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and 
C1 to C2 winding spaced 45% towards the top of the windings window. 
 
Figure 6.75 - SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
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The figure above shows the Blue line = ‘B phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) and 
the Grey Line = ‘B phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and 
C1 to C2 winding spaced 45% towards the top of the windings window. 
 
Figure 6.76 - SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Red line = ‘C phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) and 
the Purple Line = ‘C phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and 
C1 to C2 winding spaced 45% towards the top of the windings window. 
 




The figure above shows the Blue line = ‘A phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) and 
the Light Blue Line = ‘A phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window 
and C1 to C2 winding spaced 45% towards the top of the windings window. 
 
Figure 6.78 - SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Orange line = ‘B phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) 
and the Pink Line = ‘B phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window 
and C1 to C2 winding spaced 45% towards the top of the windings window. 
 
Figure 6.79 - SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
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The figure above shows the Brown line = ‘C phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark) and 
the Blue Line = ‘C phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and 
C1 to C2 winding spaced 45% towards the top of the windings window. 
 
D.5.7 Zoomed trace comparison between un-tanked 
(new benchmark), 45% and 90% windings axial 
displacement (Open circuit tests) 
 
Figure 6.80 – Zoomed SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Green line = ‘A phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark), the 
Grey Line = ‘A phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 
to C2 winding spaced 90% towards the top of the windings window and the Red Line = ‘A 
phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 to C2 winding 




Figure 6.81 - Zoomed SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
The figure above shows Blue line = ‘B phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark), the 
Orange Line = ‘B phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and 
C1 to C2 winding spaced 90% towards the top of the windings window and the Grey Line = ‘B 
phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 to C2 winding 
spaced 45% towards the top of the windings window. 
 
Figure 6.82 - Zoomed SFRA comparison results for open circuit testing 
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The figure above shows the Red line = ‘C phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark), the 
Yellow Line = ‘C phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and 
C1 to C2 winding spaced 90% towards the top of the windings window and the Purple Line = 
‘C phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 to C2 
winding spaced 45% towards the top of the windings window. 
D.5.8 Zoomed trace comparison between un-tanked 
(new benchmark), 45% and 90% windings axial 
displacement (Short circuit tests) 
 
Figure 6.83 - Zoomed SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
The figure above shows the Blue line = ‘A phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark), the 
Grey Line = ‘A phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 
to C2 winding spaced 90% towards the top of the windings window and the Light Blue Line = 
‘A phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 to C2 




Figure 6.84 - Zoomed SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
 
The figure above shows the Orange line = ‘B phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark), 
the Green Line = ‘B phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and 
C1 to C2 winding spaced 90% towards the top of the windings window and the Pink Line = ‘B 
phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 to C2 winding 
spaced 45% towards the top of the windings window. 
 
Figure 6.85 - Zoomed SFRA comparison results for short circuit testing 
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The figure above shows the Brown line = ‘C phase’ after fully un-tanked (New Benchmark), the 
Blue Line = ‘C phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 
to C2 winding spaced 90% towards the top of the windings window and the Dark blue Line = 
‘C phase’ after C3 to C4 winding pushed 100% to bottom of core window and C1 to C2 




Appendix E Development Code and 
Analysis Results 
E.1.1 Specific sub-routines of script code 
 
Figure 6.86 – Extract code 
The code above is from the ‘confind’ script that creates a list of all the data column numbers 
that contain a pre-defined SFRA test set lead connection configuration. The purpose of this code 
is to allow for six different known naming conventions for a transformer’s bushing phases. 
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Figure 6.87 – Extract code 
The code above was created as a sweeping function across the windowed SFRA phase data to 
locate the points along a given phase trace where the phase angle change occurs abruptly 
(around the respective resonant points). This code stores a single row matrix of values (Referred 
to as a ‘double’ in MATLAB) in the variable ‘Z1’ to be used for filter placement. In this code, 
all values of Z1 have been increased by a value of 0.01 to raise all data points off the 0 axis. 
This has been done to distribute some of the area under the curve as will be computed in the 
next step. This factor was included after the main loop for tuning purposes. 
 
 
Figure 6.88 - Extract code 
The code above exploits MATLAB’s ‘trapz’ function to estimate the area under the curve to be 
used as a devisable ‘total’ by the respective number of filters (pre-set to 15) for the creation of a 





Figure 6.89 – Extract code  
The code above sweeps across the ‘Z1’ dataset, summing each value with the previous loop 
iteration, stored in the variable ‘Q1’ until the pre-defined constraint ‘a_space’ is less than ‘Q1’. 
With each inner loop, the temporary variable ‘i’ increases by a value of 1, indicating the data 
point along the SFRA trace that the ‘Z1(i)’ value is referring to. The corresponding phase-plot 
data-point is then stored in the pre-initialised matrix ‘E1’ before the inner loop finishes. Each 
time the inner ‘for loop’ is satisfied, the temporary variable ‘a’ takes on the ‘E1(b)’ value to 
allow the continuation of the sweep from that point and the temporary variable ‘b’ increases by 




E.1.2 Filter Bank testing 
 
Figure 6.90 – Filter bank consisting of 15 Hamming filters spaced using a Mel-scale axis with 
unit area normalisation. 
 
Figure 6.91 – Filter bank consisting of 15 hamming filters spaced using a linear scale axis 
between a window constraints of 500 to 750. 
 
Figure 6.92 – Plot of a sample hamming filter bank containing 15 filters. 
The plot above was created by analysing a sample SFRA phase trace to determine the resonant 
peak locations along the corresponding magnitude plot, focusing filters around these points. 





E.1.3 Cepstrum coefficient comparisons 
 
Figure 6.93 - Comparison plot 1 of the cepstrum coefficients 
The figure above is the resulting output from processing baseline, 45% and 90% fault 
simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in section 4.2 above. Settings -> 
‘f_min’=600, ‘f_max’=850, ‘M’=10. 
 
Figure 6.94 – Comparison plot 2 of the cepstrum coefficients 
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The figure above is the resulting output from processing baseline, 45% and 90% fault 
simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in section 4.2 above. Settings -> 
‘f_min’=600, ‘f_max’=850, ‘M’=15 
 
Figure 6.95 - Comparison plot 3 of the cepstrum coefficients 
The figure above is the resulting output from processing baseline, 45% and 90% fault 
simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in section 4.2 above. Settings -> 




Figure 6.96 - Comparison plot 4 of the cepstrum coefficients 
The figure above is the resulting output from processing baseline, 45% and 90% fault 
simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in section 4.2 above. Settings -> 
‘f_min’=600, ‘f_max’=850, ‘M’=25. 
 
 
Figure 6.97 - Comparison plot 5 of the cepstrum coefficients 
The figure above is the resulting output from processing baseline, 45% and 90% fault 
simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in section 4.2 above. Settings -> 




Figure 6.98 - Comparison plot 6 of the cepstrum coefficients 
The figure above is the resulting output from processing baseline, 45% and 90% fault 
simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in section 4.2 above. Settings -> 
‘f_min’=500, ‘f_max’=750, ‘M’=10. 
 
 
Figure 6.99 - Comparison plot 7 of the cepstrum coefficients 
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The figure above is the resulting output from processing baseline, 45% and 90% fault 
simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in section 4.2 above. Settings -> 
‘f_min’=500, ‘f_max’=750, ‘M’=15. 
 
Figure 6.100 - Comparison plot 8 of the cepstrum coefficients 
The figure above is the resulting output from processing baseline, 45% and 90% fault 
simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in section 4.2 above. Settings -> 
‘f_min’=500, ‘f_max’=750, ‘M’=20. 
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Figure 6.101 - Comparison plot 9 of the cepstrum coefficients 
The figure above is the resulting output from processing baseline, 45% and 90% fault 
simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in section 4.2 above. Settings -> 
‘f_min’=500, ‘f_max’=750, ‘M’=25 
 
Figure 6.102 - Comparison plot 10 of the cepstrum coefficients 
The figure above is the resulting output from processing baseline, 45% and 90% fault 
simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in section 4.2 above. Settings -> 





E.1.4 Full Two-Dimensional Plot Comparison Results 
 
Figure 6.103 - Comparison plot 1 of the cepstrum coefficient 2 plotted against cepstrum 
coefficient 3 
The figure above is the resulting output from the test subject, resulting from processing 
baseline, 45% and 90% fault simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in 
section 4.4 above. Settings -> ‘f_min’=500, ‘f_max’=750, ‘M’=30, A-N phase test. 
 
Figure 6.104 - Comparison plot 2 of the cepstrum coefficient 2 plotted against cepstrum 
coefficient 3 
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The figure above is the resulting output from the test subject and all APU transformers, 
resulting from processing baseline, 45% and 90% fault simulation data (from section 3.2.2) 
using the method detailed in section 4.4 above. Settings -> ‘f_min’=500, ‘f_max’=750, ‘M’=30, 
A-N phase test. 
 
Figure 6.105 - Comparison plot 3 of the cepstrum coefficient 2 plotted against cepstrum 
coefficient 3 
The figure above is the resulting output from the test subject, resulting from processing 
baseline, 45% and 90% fault simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in 




Figure 6.106 - Comparison plot 4 of the cepstrum coefficient 2 plotted against cepstrum 
coefficient 3 
The figure above is the resulting output from the test subject and all APU transformers, 
resulting from processing baseline, 45% and 90% fault simulation data (from section 3.2.2) 
using the method detailed in section 4.4 above. Settings -> ‘f_min’=500, ‘f_max’=750, ‘M’=30, 
B-N phase test. 
 
Figure 6.107 - Comparison plot 5 of the cepstrum coefficient 2 plotted against cepstrum 
coefficient 3 
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The figure above is the resulting output from the test subject, resulting from processing 
baseline, 45% and 90% fault simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in 
section 4.4 above. Settings -> ‘f_min’=500, ‘f_max’=750, ‘M’=30, C-N phase test. 
 
Figure 6.108 - Comparison plot 6 of the cepstrum coefficient 2 plotted against cepstrum 
coefficient 3 
The figure above is the resulting output from the test subject and all APU transformers, 
resulting from processing baseline, 45% and 90% fault simulation data (from section 3.2.2) 
using the method detailed in section 4.4 above. Settings -> ‘f_min’=500, ‘f_max’=750, ‘M’=30, 





Figure 6.109 - Comparison plot 7 of the cepstrum coefficient 2 plotted against cepstrum 
coefficient 3 
The figure above is the resulting output from all APU transformers, resulting from processing 
baseline, 45% and 90% fault simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in 
section 4.4 above. Settings -> ‘f_min’=500, ‘f_max’=750, ‘M’=30, A-’B phase’ test. 
 
Figure 6.110 - Comparison plot 8 of the cepstrum coefficient 2 plotted against cepstrum 
coefficient 3 
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The figure above is the resulting output from all APU transformers, resulting from processing 
baseline, 45% and 90% fault simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in 
section 4.4 above. Settings -> ‘f_min’=500, ‘f_max’=750, ‘M’=30, B-’C phase’ test. 
 
Figure 6.111 - Comparison plot 9 of the cepstrum coefficient 2 plotted against cepstrum 
coefficient 3 
The figure above is the resulting output from all APU transformers, resulting from processing 
baseline, 45% and 90% fault simulation data (from section 3.2.2) using the method detailed in 
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